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Abstrat
We prove that a wide lass of models of Markov neighbor-dependent substitution
proesses on the integer line is solvable. This lass ontains some models of nuleotide
substitutions reently introdued and studied empirially by moleular biologists. We
show that the polynuleotide frequenies at equilibrium solve expliit nite-size linear
systems. Finally, the dynamis of the proess and the distribution at equilibrium
exhibit some stringent, rather unexpeted, independene properties. For example,
nuleotide sites at distane at least three evolve independently, and the sites, if enoded
as purines and pyrimidines, evolve independently.
Introdution
In simple Markov models of nuleotide substitution proesses, one assumes that eah site
along the DNA sequene evolves independently of the other sites and aording to some
speied rates of substitution. We introdue some notations, whih are quite ommon for
the biologist and useful to desribe onveniently these models, as well as, later on, the more
sophistiated ones whih are the subjet of this paper. For these denitions and, later on
in the paper, other nomenlatures, see [4℄.
Denition 1 The nuleotide alphabet is
A := {A,T,C,G}.
These letters stand for Adenine, Thymine, Cytosine and Guanine, respetively. The nu-
leotides A and G are purines, often abbreviated by the letter R, the nuleotides T and
C are pyrimidines, often abbreviated by the letter Y . The anonial projetion π on the
purine/pyrimidine alphabet {R,Y } is dened by
π(A) := R =: π(G), π(T ) := Y =: π(C).
Substitutions of the form R → R and Y → Y are alled transitions, substitutions of the
form R → Y and Y → R are alled transversions. Finally, for every subsets X and Z of
A, it is ustomary to write XpZ for the olletion of dinuleotides in X × Z.
For instane, YpR dinuleotides are formed by a purine followed by a pyrimidine, hene
there are 4 suh dinuleotides, namely, CpG, TpA, TpG, and CpA.
Experimental fats are that transitions are, in many ases, more frequent than transversions
(typial ratios are 3:1), and that substitutions to C and to G our at dierent rates than
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substitutions to A and to T , see Duret and Galtier [5℄ and the referenes in their paper.
Many studies take this into aount, for instane, in Tamura's model, one assumes that
the matrix of substitution rates is
A
T
C
G
A T C G

· v2 v1 κv1
v2 · κv1 v1
v2 κv2 · v1
κv2 v2 v1 ·

 , (1)
where v1, v2 and κ are nonnegative real numbers. This means, for instane, that eah
nuleotide A is replaed by T at rate v2, by C at rate v1, and by G at rate κv1.
Under this model and under related ones with no interation between the sites, the nu-
leotide attahed to any given site onverges in distribution to the stationary measure of
the Markov hain desribed by the matrix of the rates and, at equilibrium, the sites are
independent. This last onsequene is unfortunate in a biologial ontext, sine the fre-
quenies F (x) of the nuleotides and the frequenies F (xy) of the dinuleotides, observed
in atual sequenes, are often suh that, for many nuleotides x and y,
F (xy) 6= F (x)F (y).
In fat, it is well known that the nuleotides in the immediate neighborhood of a site
an aet drastially the substitution rates at this site. For instane, in the genomes of
vertebrates, the inreased substitutions of ytosine by thymine and of guanine by adenine
in CpG dinuleotides are often quite notieable (typial ratios are 10:1, when ompared
to the rates of the other substitutions). The hemial reasons of this CpG-methylation-
deamination proess are also well known and one an guess that, at equilibrium, the number
of CpG is dereased while the number of TpG and CpA is inreased when one adds high
rates of CpG substitutions to Tamura's model.
The need to inorporate these eets into more realisti models of nuleotide substitutions
seems widely aknowledged. However, the exat onsequenes of the introdution of suh
neighbor-dependent substitution proesses (in the ase above, CG→ CA and CG→ TG),
while ruial for a quantitative assessment of these models, remain virtually unknown,
at least up to our knowledge, on a theoretial ground. To understand why, note that
the distribution of the value of the nuleotide at site i at a given time depends a priori
on the values at previous times of the dinuleotides at sites i − 1 and i (to aount for
the CG → CA substitutions), and at sites i and i + 1 (to aount for the CG → TG
substitutions), whose joint distribution, in turn, depends a priori on the values of some
trinuleotides, and so on.
Duret and Galtier [5℄ introdued and analyzed a model, whih we all Tamura + CpG,
that adds to Tamura's rates of substitution the availability of substitutions CG → CA
and CG → TG, both at the additional rate ̺ > 0. (These authors used a parameter
κ1 > κ, related to our parameter ̺ and to the ratio θ := v1/(v1 + v2), by the simple
equation ̺ = (1 − θ) (κ1 − κ).) To evade the urse, explained above, of reursive alls
to the frequenies of longer and longer words, Duret and Galtier used as approximate
frequenies F (xyz) of the trinuleotides the values
F (xyz) ≈ F (xy)F (yz)/F (y).
Interestingly, these approximations would be exat if the sequenes at equilibrium followed
a Markov model (with respet to the spae index i). This is not the ase but, relying on
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omputer simulations, Duret and Galtier studied the G + C ontent at equilibrium and
other quantities of interest in a biologial ontext, they ompared the simulated values to
the values predited by their trunated model, and they showed that their approximations
aptured some features of the behavior of the true model. In partiular, they highlighted
that these models had inherent, and previously unexpeted, onsequenes on the frequeny
of the TpA dinuleotide as well. We mention that Arndt and his oauthors onsidered
similar models and their biologial impliations, see Arndt, Burge and Hwa [2℄, Arndt [1℄
and Arndt and Hwa [3℄ for instane.
In this paper we introdue a wide extension of the Tamura + CpG model of neighbor-
dependent substitution proesses, whih we all R/Y + YpR models, and we show that
these models are solvable. More preisely, we prove that the frequenies of polynuleotides
at equilibrium solve expliit nite-size linear systems. Thus, the innite regressions to the
frequenies of longer and longer polynuleotides desribed above disappear, and one an
ompute analytially several quantities of interest related to these models. For instane,
one an assess rigorously the eet of neighbor-dependent substitutions. As noted above,
the very possibility of suh a solution omes as a surprise. Additionally, our analysis
provides some stringent independene properties of these models at equilibrium, whih, in
our view, should make the biologist somewhat more relutant to use them.
Aknowledgements We wish to thank the biologists who ontributed to this work, in
partiular Laurent Duret, Niolas Galtier, Manolo Gouy and Jean Lobry. When the need
arose, they willingly provided fats, referenes, and their numerous insights about the
subjet of this study.
1 Desription of the models
1.1 R/Y models
To explain the basis of our analysis, we rst note a key property of Tamura's model,
desribed by matries of type (1) in the introdution.
Property (a) One an omplete the matrix of the substitution rates by diag-
onal elements suh that, on the one hand, the joint distributions of the elapsed
times before a substitution ours and of the nuleotide that this substitution
yields oinide for the two purines, and, on the other hand, the joint distribu-
tion of the elapsed times before a substitution ours and of the nuleotide that
this substitution yields oinide for the two pyrimidines.
Denition 2 The R/Y models are the models of substitutions suh that property (a) holds.
Property (a) involves a omparison of some oeients of the A and G lines of the matrix
of substitution rates, and of its T and C lines, namely, the oeients that orrespond to
the transversions. In the most general model suh that property (a) holds, the matrix of
substitution rates is
A
T
C
G
A T C G

· vT vC ∗
vA · ∗ vG
vA ∗ · vG
∗ vT vC ·

 ,
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where the parameters vx are nonnegative. Here ∗ signals some free oeients, whih or-
respond to the transitions. The following haraterization of the R/Y models is immediate.
Proposition 3 (R/Y substitution rates) A substitution model is R/Y if and only if
there exists nonnegative rates vx and wx suh that the matrix of substitution rates is
A
T
C
G
A T C G

· vT vC wG
vA · wC vG
vA wT · vG
wA vT vC ·

 .
This means, for instane, that eah nuleotide A is replaed by T at rate vT , by C at rate
vC , and by G at rate wG. The rates vx and wx are indexed by the nuleotide x that the
orresponding substitution produes.
The full matrix of an R/Y model, whih shows that property (a) holds, is
A
T
C
G
A T C G

wA vT vC wG
vA wT wC vG
vA wT wC vG
wA vT vC wG

 ,
where vx and wx are nonnegative rates. We reall that the diagonal elements represent
titious substitutions x→ x, whih leave the whole proess unhanged.
1.2 Situation of the R/Y models
Here are some relationships between the R/Y model of substitutions and other lassial
ones, see [9℄. First, Tamura-Nei's model (usually abbreviated as TN93) orresponds to the
restrition of R/Y suh that
wA vG = wG vA, wT vC = wC vT .
Hene speial ases of TN93 are also speial ases of R/Y. For instane, Felsenstein's model
(F84) orresponds to the restrition of TN93 suh that
wA + vT + vC + wG = vA + wT +wC + vG.
Hasegawa-Kishino-Yano's model (HKY85) orresponds to the restrition of R/Y suh that
wx/vx does not depend on x. In other words, both F84 and HKY85 are subases of TN93,
whih is a subase of R/Y.
Kimura's model with two parameters (K2P, also known as K80) orresponds to the re-
strition of R/Y suh that vx and wx do not depend on x. Jukes-Cantor's model (JC69)
orresponds to the restrition of R/Y suh that vx = wx and vx does not depend on x.
Tamura's model, as it appears in the aforementioned paper by Duret and Galtier, is inter-
mediate between HKY85 and K2P sine it orresponds to the restrition of R/Y suh that
vA = vT , vC = vG, and wx/vx does not depend on x.
We summarize this as a proposition.
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Proposition 4 The model JC69 is a strit subase of K80, whih is a strit subase of
both HKY85 and F84, whih are both strit subases of TN93. All these, and Tamura's
model in Duret and Galtier (2000), are strit subases of R/Y.
Finally, we mention that the general time-reversible model (GTR) is not omparable with
R/Y, in other words some matries of rates of substitutions are GTR but not R/Y, and
vie versa. The intersetion of GTR and R/Y is TN93. As a onsequene, the omplement
of TN93 in R/Y ontains only non-reversible models.
1.3 YpR substitutions
We generalize the CpG mehanism of substitutions onsidered by Duret and Galtier (2000),
adding spei rates of substitutions from eah YpR dinuleotide as follows.
• Every dinuleotide CG moves to CA at rate rCA and to TG at rate r
G
T .
• Every dinuleotide TA moves to CA at rate rAC and to TG at rate r
T
G.
• Every dinuleotide CA moves to CG at rate rCG and to TA at rate r
A
T .
• Every dinuleotide TG moves to CG at rate rGC and to TA at rate r
T
A.
The rationale for these notations is as follows. The rates ryx are indexed by the nuleotide x
produed by the substitution, and by the nuleotide y ompleting the YpR dinuleotide xy
that the substitution yields, when x is a pyrimidine, or ompleting the YpR dinuleotide
yx that the substitution yields, when x is a purine. In other words, y is the nuleotide not
aeted by the substitution.
Denition 5 R/Y + YpR models orrespond to the superposition of rates of substitutions
of an R/Y model and of rates of substitution ryx of dinuleotides YpR, as desribed above.
To reover the model of Duret and Galtier, one should assume that
rCA = r
G
T , r
A
C = r
T
G = r
C
G = r
A
T = r
G
C = r
T
A = 0.
R/Y + YpR models use 16 mutation rates, namely, 4 parameters vx for the transversions,
4 parameters wx for the transitions, and 8 parameters r
y
x for the mutations involving YpR
dinuleotides. To multiply these 16 parameters by the same salar hanges the time sale,
but not the evolution itself nor the stationary distributions, hene one an onsider that
the lass R/Y + YpR has dimension 15. We allow for possibly negative values of the rates
ryx and the model makes sense if the following inequalities are satised:
vx > 0, wx > 0, wx + r
y
x > 0.
Finally, note that the rates ryx desribe transitions, and never transversions.
1.4 Sets of sites
DNA sequenes are represented by sequenes of letters of the alphabet A. Although real
DNA sequenes are obviously nite, their typial length is rather large, hene one often
onsiders them as doubly innite sequenes of letters, that is, as elements of the set AZ.
Then sites on the DNA sequene are identied to integer numbers in Z. Our mathematial
results are most onveniently expressed in this setting. However, as we explain below, most
of them are valid for suitable nite sets of sites as well.
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2 Desription of the results
Roughly speaking, our main ndings about R/Y + YpR models at equilibrium are the
following.
• One an ompute the exat value of the frequeny of every polynuleotide by solving
a nite-size linear system.
• One an simulate exat samples of sequenes of nuleotides.
• Some surprising independene properties between sites hold.
Furthermore, the dynamis satises the following.
• The dynamis onverges to the unique equilibrium, for every starting distribution.
To be more spei, we prove the following results.
Theorem A (Constrution and general properties) There exists a unique Markov
proess (X(s))s≥0 on A
Z
assoiated to the transition rates dened in setion 1. Under a
generi non-degeneray ondition (ND), stated in setion 4, this proess is ergodi, that is,
it has a unique stationary distribution µ and, for any initial distribution, X(s) onverges
to µ in distribution as s goes to innity. Moreover, µ is invariant and ergodi with respet
to the translations in Z.
From theorem A, equilibrium properties of the model are well-dened, for instane the
equilibrium frequeny of polynuleotides.
Theorem B (Dynamis) There exists an i.i.d. sequene of marked Poisson point pro-
esses (ξi)i on the real line, indexed by the sites i, and a measurable funtion Φ with values
in A suh that, for every ouple of times s 6 t and every site i, the value Xi(t) of site i at
time t is
Xi(t) = Φ(Xi−1(s),Xi(s),Xi+1(s); ξi−1 ∩ [s, t], ξi ∩ [s, t], ξi+1 ∩ [s, t]).
Theorem C (Statis) Assume that the distribution of (Xi)i is stationary. There exists
an i.i.d. sequene of marked Poisson point proesses (ξi)i on the real haline, indexed by
the sites i, and a measurable funtion Ψ with values in A suh that, for every site i,
Xi = Ψ(ξi−1, ξi, ξi+1).
Theorems B and C desribe some strutural properties, at the basis of our subsequent
results. We begin with some diret onsequenes.
Denition 6 For every subset I of Z, let Adj(I) denote the set of integers i suh that
either i− 1 or i or i+ 1 belongs to I.
Proposition 7 (Dynamis) Consider sequenes indexed by I. The restrition of the dy-
namis to a subset of sites I does not depend on I, as soon as I ontains Adj(I).
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Proposition 7 shows for instane that the behavior of the sites in {1, . . . , n} is the same,
whether one onsiders that these sites are embedded in a sequene indexed by Z, or in a
sequene indexed by {0, 1, . . . , n+1}. If the sites are embedded in {0, 1, . . . , n+1} or in a
larger nite set, this means that the boundary onditions have no eet on the behavior of
the sites in {1, . . . , n}, hene one an onsider at will disrete intervals or disrete irles.
For instane, one an deide, either that the only neighbor of 0 is 1 and the only neighbor
of n + 1 is n, or that 0 has neighbors 1 and n + 1 and that n + 1 has neighbors n and
0. This deision will modify the evolution at the sites 0 and n + 1 but not at the sites in
{1, . . . , n}. This remark onerns all the results that we state later on in this setion.
We ome bak to the onsequenes of theorems B and C.
Corollary 8 (Statis) Assume that the distribution of (Xi)i is stationary. Fix some sets
of sites Ik suh that the sets Adj(Ik) are disjoint. Then the families (Xi)i∈Ik are indepen-
dent from eah other.
The ondition in the orollary means that, for every k 6= k′, |i − i′| > 3 for every i in Ik
and every i′ in Ik′ . For instane, the sequene (X3i)i∈Z is i.i.d. at equilibrium.
Our next results deal with what is probably the main onern of biologists in relation to
this model, namely, the atual omputation of some equilibrium frequenies.
Theorem D The equilibrium frequenies of polynuleotides solve expliit nite-size linear
systems and an be expressed as rational funtions of the parameters of the model.
Theorem E (Nuleotides and YpR dinuleotides) The frequeny of eah nuleotide
at equilibrium an be expressed expliitly as an ane funtion of the equilibrium frequenies
of the YpR dinuleotides. Furthermore, the equilibrium frequenies of the YpR dinuleotides
solve an expliit 4× 4 linear system.
We state theorem E more preisely as theorem G in setion 8.2. Our last result is a
onsequene of the inner properties of our basi onstrution.
Theorem F (R/Y sequenes) Enode the sequene of nuleotides as an R/Y sequene
of purines and pyrimidines. If the sequene of nuleotides at equilibrium, then one obtains
an i.i.d. R/Y sequene with weights tR and tY , and
tY :=
vC + vT
vA + vT + vC + vG
, tR :=
vA + vG
vA + vT + vC + vG
.
In partiular, the values of tY and tR do not depend on the values of the YpR substitution
rates. This fat reets, one again, the spei property of R/Y + YpR substitution
models that is at the basis of our analysis, namely, that the global model is equivalent to
the superposition of the double substitution proesses desribed by the rates ryx on top of
the simple substitution proesses desribed by the rates vx and wx, see setion 4. This
remark shows that one annot ompute analytially, at least along these priniples, the
stationary measure of substitution models that are not in the R/Y + YpR lass, and in
fat, we suspet that one annot ompute it at all.
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3 Desription of the paper
Here is a moderately detailed desription of the ontent and organization of the rest of the
paper.
Part A is devoted to a rigorous onstrution of the proesses desribed informally in se-
tion 1. We stress that one ould rely on the general priniples in Liggett [6, hapter 1℄,
based on innitesimal generators, to build Markov proesses on the spae of nite or in-
nite nuleotide sequenes that orrespond to the jump rates dened above. However, in the
present ase, a diret onstrution of the dynamis is possible, whih yields straightforward
proofs of important strutural properties of the proess and possesses some interesting ou-
pling properties. In setion 4, we give some notations and denitions. In setion 5, we
explain the onstrution of the proess when the number of sites is nite. In setion 6,
we dedue from this the ase when the number of sites is innite. Finally, setion 7 deals
with the simpliations related to the enoding of the nuleotide sequenes as sequenes
of purines and pyrimidines.
Part B is devoted to the atual omputation of some quantities of interest for the model
at equilibrium. From strutural properties of the proess, desribed in part A, omputing
the equilibrium frequenies of polynuleotides amounts to solving nite-size linear systems.
Moreover, one an express the nuleotide frequenies as funtions of the YpR dinuleotide
frequenies, and these, in turn, solve a 4 × 4 linear system. Setion 8 explains this in the
general ase.
The remaining setions of part B are devoted to restrited versions of the model, whih
involve a redued number of free parameters. This avoids, rst, umbersome formulas
that would depend on a large number of free parameters, and seond, the prohibitive
omputational burden involved in symbolially solving large linear systems. Setion 9
deals with uniform simple substitution rates and double substitution rates from CpG and
TpA only. Setion 10 deals with models that are invariant by the lassial symmetry of
DNA strands. This ase has biologial signiane sine the invariane reets the well
known omplementarity of the two strands of DNA moleules. Setion 11 deals with
the simplest non trivial version of the R/Y + YpR model, namely, the ase when all
the simple substitution rates oinide and there are no double substitutions exept from
CpG to CpA and TpG, both at the same rate. In this setting, we provide the exat 16
dinuleotide frequenies (that is, not only the 4 YpR frequenies), a perturbative analysis of
the frequeny of every polynuleotide at vanishing CpG substitution rates, and we desribe
the non degenerate limit of the model at high CpG substitution rates. The relatively shorter
setion 12 explains the dynamis of the model, that is, its evolution to the stationary
measure. The results of this setion are valid in our general setting but we expose them in
the simplest ase.
Part C deals with the atual simulation of these systems. Coupling-from-the-past teh-
niques are pivotal here, as explained in setion 13. Setion 14 delves into the details of the
eetive implementation of the CFTP method in the ontext of R/Y + YpR systems, and
provides the basi shemes of two dierent algorithms that perform this sampling method.
One again, the ruial fat here is that one an use nite-size sets of sites to simulate the
behavior of smaller nite-size sets of sites.
Finally, setion 15 provides an index of the main parameters and notations used in the
paper.
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Part A Constrution
4 Notations and denitions
For every topologial spae E and every real number σ, D(σ,E) denotes the spae of
àdlàg (right ontinuous with left limits) funtions from [σ,+∞) to E, equipped with the
Skorohod topology and the orresponding Borel σ-algebra.
Let I denote the olletion of nuleotide sites, thus I may be either the integer line Z or
a nite interval of integers. Due to tehnial reasons that will beome apparent when we
explain the onstrution of the dynamis, I must ontain at least 3 sites.
We reall from denition 1 in the introdution that A := {A,T,C,G} denotes the nuleo-
tidi alphabet, that A and G are purines, enoded by R, that C and T are pyrimidines,
enoded by Y , and that the mapping π is dened on A by
π(A) := R =: π(G), π(C) := Y =: π(T ).
We now dene other mappings on A.
Denition 9 Let ρ denote the appliation whih fuses the two purines together, and η the
appliation whih fuses the two pyrimidines together, that is
ρ(A) := R =:= ρ(G), ρ(C) := C, ρ(T ) := T,
and
η(A) := A, η(G) := G, η(C) := Y =: η(T ).
For every nuleotide x in A, let x∗ denote the unique nuleotide suh that {x, x∗} = {A,G}
or {x, x∗} = {C, T}. In other words, x 7→ x∗ is the involution of A suh that
A∗ := G, T ∗ := C, C∗ := T, G∗ := A.
For every subsets K and J of the integer line suh that J ⊂ K, let ΠJK denote the anonial
projetion from AK to AJ . When J = {a, . . . , b} for two integers a 6 b, we often omit
the mention of K and write Πa,b for ΠJK . In other words, if K ontains {a, . . . , b} and if
x := (xk)k∈K , then
Πa,b(x) := (xk)a6k6b.
Let S+ denote the set of ountably innite loally nite subsets of the real line R, and let
S := S+ ∪ {∅}. We equip S with the usual σalgebra in the ontext of point proesses,
namely, the smallest σ-algebra suh that, for every Borel subset A of the real line, the
funtion N 7→ ard(N ∩A) is measurable.
We onsider olletions ξ of elements of S, dened as follows. Let A0 denote the disjoint
union of ve opies of A, say
A0 := AU ∪ AV ∪AW ∪ AR ∪ AQ.
Let Ω0 denote the spae
Ω0 := S
A0×I.
We all F0 the produt σalgebra on Ω0 inherited from that of S. Let ξ be a generi
element of Ω0. Hene ξ may be written as
ξ =: (ξi)i∈I, where eah ξi belongs to S
A0 .
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For every x in A, let Uxi (ξ) denote the xoordinate of ξi in AU , hene U
x
i (ξ) belongs to
S. Likewise, Vxi (ξ), W
x
i (ξ), R
x
i (ξ), and Q
x
i (ξ) respetively denote the xoordinates of ξi
in AV , AW , AR, and AQ, and belong to S as well. In other words, for every ξ in Ω0 and
every i in I,
ξi =:
(
Uxi (ξ),V
x
i (ξ),W
x
i (ξ),R
x
i (ξ),Q
x
i (ξ)
)
x∈A
.
Reall that, for every real number r, the positive part r+ and the negative part r− of r are
both nonnegative and dened by the relations r = r+ − r− and |r| = r+ + r−.
Denition 10 For every nuleotide x in A, the ombined rate of substitution cx is the
nonnegative real number dened as
cx := wx −max{(r
y
x)
−, (ry
∗
x )
−},
where {y, y∗} = {C, T} if π(x) = R and {y, y∗} = {A,G} if π(x) = Y .
Finally, the probability measure Q on (Ω0,F0) is suh that, for every site i in I and every
nuleotide x in A,
• Uxi is a homogeneous Poisson proess on the real line with onstant rate min(vx, cx),
• Vxi is a homogeneous Poisson proess on the real line with onstant rate (vx − cx)
+
,
• Wxi is a homogeneous Poisson proess on the real line with onstant rate (cx − vx)
+
,
• Rxi is a homogeneous Poisson proess on the real line with onstant rate |r
y
x|, where
the rate ryx orresponds to YpR substitutions starting from CpG or TpA,
• Qxi is a homogeneous Poisson proess on the real line with onstant rate |r
y
x|, where
the rate ryx orresponds to YpR substitutions starting from TpG or CpA.
Thus, Q is uniquely speied by the following additional ondition.
• The Poisson proesses Uxi , V
x
i , W
x
i , R
x
i , and Q
x
i , for every site i and every nuleotide
x, are independent.
One sees that every Uxi ∪ V
x
i is a homogeneous Poisson proess with onstant rate vx and
that every Uxi ∪W
x
i is a homogeneous Poisson proess with onstant rate cx.
We now provide a brief and intuitive desription of the onstrution of the dynamis of the
proess, using these Poisson proesses. As is usual, the points in the proesses ξi are the
ringing times of exponential loks that rule the evolution of the sites. There exists ve
types of moves, labelled as U, V, W, R, and Q.
• Type U. When an exponential lok attahed to Uxi rings, the nuleotide at site i
moves unonditionally to the value x.
• Type V. When an exponential lok attahed to Vxi rings, the nuleotide at site i
moves to the value x provided that this move orresponds to a transversion.
• Type W. When an exponential lok attahed to Wxi rings, the nuleotide at site i
moves to the value x provided that this move orresponds to a transition.
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• Type R. When an exponential lok attahed to Rxi rings, the nuleotide at site
i moves to the value x in the following ases: if this move orresponds to a YpR
substitution from CG or TA when the assoiated rate ryx > 0, and if this move
orresponds to a transition but not to a substitution from CG or TA when ryx < 0.
• Type Q. When an exponential lok attahed to Qxi rings, the nuleotide at site
i moves to the value x in the following ases: if this move orresponds to a YpR
substitution from TG or CA when the assoiated rate ryx > 0, and if this move
orresponds to a transition but not to a substitution from TG or CA when ryx < 0.
The rates of the Poisson proesses are hosen in order to ouple as strongly as possible the
transitions and the transversions that yield the same nuleotide and to take properly into
aount the inhibitory eet of YpR mutations when some rates ryx are negative.
We introdue a subset Ω1 of Ω0, dened by the following onditions.
• The sets Pxi are disjoint, for every nuleotide x, every site i, and for every symbol P
in the set {U ,V,W,R,Q}.
• For every site i, there exists a symbol P in the set {U ,V,W,R,Q} and a nuleotide
x in A suh that the set Pxi is innite.
We also introdue a non-degeneray ondition.
• (ND) For every nuleotide x in A, vx and cx are positive.
Under ondition (ND), Q(Ω0 \ Ω1) = 0. To avoid the handling of tedious exeptions, we
assume from now on that ondition (ND) holds and we work exlusively on Ω1, equipped
with the Borel σeld and the probability measure that are indued by those of (Ω0,F0,Q).
We denote this new probability spae by (Ω1,F1,Q).
5 Constrution on nite intervals
Before onsidering the full integer line, we dene the dynamis on nite disrete segments,
with periodi boundary onditions. The hoie of boundary onditions is somewhat arbi-
trary, and one ould use instead free boundary onditions or xed boundary onditions.
However, the dynamis with periodi boundary onditions is invariant by the translations
of the disrete irle, and this fat turns out to be quite useful sine it redues the dimension
of the linear system whih yields the invariant distribution, see setion 8.
5.1 Denitions and notations
In this whole setion 5, we x two integers a and b suh that a+2 6 b and we assume that
I := {a, . . . , b}.
The denitions below depend on the hoie of I but, to alleviate the notations, we do not
always mention expliitly the dependene.
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For every site i in I, we introdue l(i) as the neighbor of i to the left of i and r(i) as the
neighbor of i to the right of i. More preisely,
l(i) := i− 1 if i 6= a, l(a) := b, r(i) := i+ 1 if i 6= b, r(i) := a.
Sine a+ 2 6 b, for every site i, the sites i, l(i) and r(i) are three dierent sites.
Fix a sequene x = (xi)i∈I in A
I
and a site i in I. Our next denitions are related to the
moves of types Q and R, dened in setion 4. Say that:
• The sequene x aepts the substitutions of type R to G at site i if xl(i)xi = TA.
• The sequene x aepts the substitutions of type R to C at site i if xixr(i) = TA.
• The sequene x aepts the substitutions of type R to A at site i if xl(i)xi = CG.
• The sequene x aepts the substitutions of type R to T at site i if xixr(i) = CG.
Likewise:
• The sequene x aepts the substitutions of type Q to G at site i if xl(i)xi = CA.
• The sequene x aepts the substitutions of type Q to C at site i if xixr(i) = TG.
• The sequene x aepts the substitutions of type Q to A at site i if xl(i)xi = TG.
• The sequene x aepts the substitutions of type Q to T at site i if xixr(i) = CA.
Although this terminology makes little onrete sense when some rates ryx are negative, we
use it even then.
5.2 Constrution
The goal of this setion is to dene, for every real number σ, a measurable map
ϕIσ : A
I × Ω1 → D(σ,A
I).
Intuitively, eah funtion ϕIσ(x, ξ) desribes the dynamis in A
I
that starts from the on-
guration x at time σ and uses the moves presribed by the realization ξ of the Poisson
proesses. To be spei about the notations, we write
ϕIσ(x, ξ)(s) =
(
ϕIσ(x, ξ, i, s)
)
i∈I
.
In other words, ϕIσ(x, ξ, i, s) stands for the ith oordinate of the value of the funtion
ϕIσ(x, ξ) at time s > σ, hene ϕ
I
σ(x, ξ, i, s) belongs to A.
From now on, we x ξ in Ω1 and x in A
I
, and, to alleviate the notations, we omit to
mention the dependene with respet to a, b, σ or ξ of various quantities. Introdue
T :=
⋃
i∈I
T (i), T (i) := (σ,+∞) ∩
⋃
z∈A
Uzi ∪ V
z
i ∪W
z
i ∪R
z
i ∪ Q
z
i .
Let t−1 := σ and (t0, t1, · · · ) denote the ordered list of points in T , that is,
σ < t0 < t1 < · · · , and T =: {t0, t1, t2, . . .}.
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For every n > 0, let cn denote the site where the nth move ours that aets a site in I
after the time σ, and let Mn denote the desription of this move. That is,
cn = i and Mn = (z, U) if tn belongs to U
z
i .
Likewise, cn = i and Mn = (z, V ), Mn = (z,W ), Mn = (z,R), and Mn = (z,Q) respe-
tively, if tn belongs to V
z
i ,W
z
i , R
z
i , and Q
z
i respetively. We often onsider thatMn belongs
to A0, for instane Mn = (z, U) may be identied with z in AU . Alternatively, the seond
omponent of Mn is onsidered as a ag, it takes its values in the set {U, V,W,R,Q}, and
it is often denoted by f . In any ase, the variables cn and Mn are uniquely dened for
every ξ in Ω1.
We now dene a map
γI : A
I ×A0 × I→ A.
Fix a sequene x := (xi)i∈I in A
I
, a move desription M = (z, f) in A0, and a site i in
I. The denition of the ioordinate of γI(x, z, f, i) diers from the denition of the other
oordinates. More preisely, one sets
γI(x, z, f, i)i := z,
if one of the following onditions is met.
• The ag f = U .
• The ag f = V , and xi is a purine and z is a pyrimidine, or vie versa.
• The ag f =W , and xi and z are both purines or both pyrimidines,
• The ag f = R and the type R rate ryz > 0 and x aepts the substitutions of type
R to z at site i.
• The ag f = R and the type R rate ryz < 0 and x does not aept the substitutions
of type R to z at site i and xi and z are both purines or both pyrimidines.
• The ag f = Q and the type Q rate ryz > 0 and x aepts the substitutions of type
Q to z at site i.
• The ag f = Q and the type Q rate ryz < 0 and x does not aept the substitutions
of type Q to z at site i and xi and z are both purines or both pyrimidines.
In every other ase, that is, if j = i and none of the onditions above is met, or if j 6= i,
one sets
γI(x, z, f, c)j := xj.
This denes the map γI. We now onstrut the map ϕ
I
σ, using an indution over inreasing
values of the time s > σ. The initial ondition is that, for every σ 6 s < t0,
ϕIσ(x, ξ)(s) := x.
Assume now that ϕIσ(x, ξ)(s) is well-dened for every time s suh that σ 6 s < tn. Then,
for every time s suh that tn 6 s < tn+1, one sets
ϕIσ(x, ξ)(s) := γI
(
ϕIσ(x, ξ)(tn−1),Mn, cn
)
.
This denes a onguration ϕIσ(x, ξ)(s) for every time s > σ. Sine I is nite, measurability
issues are obvious here.
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5.3 First properties
Reall that in this setion 5, I denotes the nite interval I = {a, . . . , b}. We reord some
immediate properties of the family of maps ϕIσ, making use of still another notation.
Denition 11 For every time set T , let ξT := (ξiT )i∈I, where
ξiT :=
(
Uzi (ξ) ∩ T,V
z
i (ξ) ∩ T,W
z
i (ξ) ∩ T,R
z
i (ξ) ∩ T,Q
z
i (ξ) ∩ T
)
z∈A
.
Proposition 12 (1) For every s > t > σ,
ϕIσ(x, ξ)(s) = ϕ
I
t
(
ϕIσ(x, ξ)(t), ξ
)
(s).
(2) For every s > 0 and every real number t,
ϕIσ+t(x, ξ + t)(σ + t+ s) = ϕ
I
σ(x, ξ)(σ + s),
where ξ + t denotes the result of the addition of t to eah omponent of ξ.
(3) Finally, ϕIσ(x, ξ)(s) depends on ξ only through ξ[σ, s].
The funtion ϕI0(x, ·), dened by
s 7→ ϕI0(x, ·)(s),
is a random variable on (Ω1,F1,Q) with values in D(0,A
I). Let PIx denote its distribution.
Then, from proposition 12 and from the translation invariane of Poisson proesses, the
family of measures {
PI
x
, x ∈ AI
}
denes a Markov proess in the sense of Liggett [6, hapter 1℄. Moreover, it orresponds
to the speiation of the proess on AI given in our setion 1 in terms of transition rates,
with periodi boundary onditions.
From now on, we use the notation
XI
x
(s) := ϕI0(x, ·)(s).
Proposition 13 For every nite interval I and every initial onguration x, the Markov
proess (XI
x
(s))s>0 is ergodi. In other words, there exists a unique stationary distribution
µI on A
I
, and for every x in AI, XI
x
(s) onverges in distribution to µI when s→ +∞.
Proof of proposition 13:
Immediate sine (XIx(s))s>0 lives on a nite state spae and is irreduible from the non-
degeneray assumption (ND) at the end of setion 4. 
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5.4 Dependenies
We now make a fundamental observation.
Proposition 14 For every initial sequene x := (xi)i∈I, every site i in I and every time
s > σ, the nuleotide ϕIσ(x, ξ, i, s), whih depends a priori on all the information ontained
in x and ξ, is in fat measurable with respet to the following restrited initial onditions
and restrited soures of moves:
xl(i), xi, xr(i), ξl(i)[σ, s], ξi[σ, s], ξr(i)[σ, s].
More preisely, there exists measurable maps Θσ,s, independent of a and b, and suh that,
for every integers a and b suh that a+ 2 6 b, and for every a 6 i 6 b and s > σ,
ϕa,bσ (x, ξ, i, s) = Θσ,s(xl(i), xi, xr(i), ξl(i)[σ, s], ξi[σ, s], ξr(i)[σ, s]).
A straightforward onsequene of proposition 14 is proposition 15 below.
Proposition 15 Let a, b, c1, d1, c2 and d2 denote integers suh that
ck + 1 6 a 6 b 6 dk − 1, k = 1, 2.
Fix some initial onditions x1 in A
{c1,...,d1}
and x2 in A
{c2,...,d2}
that oinide on the interval
{a− 1, a, . . . , b, b+ 1}, that is, suh that
Πa−1,b+1(x1) = Π
a−1,b+1(x2).
Then, for every s > σ,
Πa,b
(
ϕc1,d1σ (x1, ξ)(s)
)
= Πa,b
(
ϕc2,d2σ (x2, ξ)(s)
)
.
5.5 Proofs
The proof of proposition 14 relies on lemma 16 below. Reall denition 9 of ρ and η.
Lemma 16 For every site i in I and every time s > σ, the funtions
̺
[
ϕIσ(x, ξ, l(i), s)
]
, ϕIσ(x, ξ, i, s), η
[
ϕIσ(x, ξ, r(i), s)
]
,
whih depend a priori on all the information in x and ξ, are in fat measurable with respet
to the following restrited initial onditions and restrited soure of moves:
̺(xl(i)), xi, η(xr(i)), ξl(i)[σ, s], ξi[σ, s], ξr(i)[σ, s].
More preisely, one may dene a measurable map Ψσ,s, independent of a and b, and suh
that, for every integers a and b suh that a+ 2 6 b, every a 6 i 6 b, and every s > σ, the
triple (
̺
[
ϕa,bσ (x, ξ, l(i), s)
]
, ϕa,bσ (x, ξ, i, s), η
[
ϕa,bσ (x, ξ, r(i), s)
])
oinides with
Ψσ,s
(
̺(xl(i)), xi, η(xr(i)), ξl(i)[σ, s], ξi[σ, s], ξr(i)[σ, s]
)
.
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Proof of lemma 16:
Fix a soure of moves ξ in Ω1, an initial onguration x in A
I
, a site i in I, and let
T ∗ = T (l(i)) ∪ T (i) ∪ T (r(i)),
where the sets T (·) are dened in setion 5.2. Let (t∗0, t
∗
1, · · · ) denote the ordered list of
points in T ∗, that is,
T ∗ = {t∗0, t
∗
1, t
∗
2, . . .} where σ < t
∗
0 < t
∗
1 < · · · ,
and set t∗−1 = σ. Then, for all n > 0, we desribe the move that ours at time t
∗
n through
the desription M∗n = (z
∗
n, f
∗
n) of this move and the site c
∗
n where the move ours, as
dened in setion 5.2. Note that the moves that aet the sites l(i), i and r(i), an only
our at one of the times t∗n for n > 0.
Thus, to prove lemma 16, it is enough to prove that, for all n > −1,
̺
[
ϕIσ(x, ξ, l(i), t
∗
n+1)
]
, ϕIσ(x, ξ, i, t
∗
n+1), η
[
ϕIσ(x, ξ, r(i), t
∗
n+1)
]
,
depend only on M∗n+1, on c
∗
n+1, and on
̺
[
ϕIσ(x, ξ, l(i), t
∗
n)
]
, ϕIσ(x, ξ, i, t
∗
n), η
[
ϕIσ(x, ξ, r(i), t
∗
n)
]
.
To this aim, we rst assume that c∗n+1 = i and we examine the value of the ag f
∗
n+1.
• If f∗n+1 = U , V or W , by the very onstrution of the proess, ϕ
I
σ(x, ξ, i, t
∗
n+1) is
determined by ϕIσ(x, ξ, i, t
∗
n), f
∗
n and z
∗
n.
• If f∗n+1 = R or Q, ϕ
I
σ(x, ξ, i, t
∗
n+1) is determined by ϕ
I
σ(x, ξ, i, t
∗
n), by z
∗
n, and by the
knowledge of whether or not the sequene aepts the R or Q substitutions to z∗n at
site i. In turn, this only depends on
̺
[
ϕIσ(x, ξ, l(i), t
∗
n)
]
, ϕIσ(x, ξ, i, t
∗
n), η
[
ϕIσ(x, ξ, r(i), t
∗
n)
]
.
This settles the ase when c∗n+1 = i. Now we assume that c
∗
n+1 = l(i) and we examine the
value of the ag f∗n+1.
• If f∗n+1 = U , V or W , ϕ
I
σ(x, ξ, l(i), t
∗
n+1) depends on z
∗
n and on whether the nu-
leotide ϕIσ(x, ξ, l(i), t
∗
n) is a purine or a pyrimidine. This information is provided by
̺
[
ϕIσ(x, ξ, l(i), t
∗
n)
]
.
• If f∗n+1 = R or Q and z
∗
n = C or z
∗
n = T , whether the sequene aepts the substitu-
tions of typesR orQ at site l(i) depends only on ̺
[
ϕIσ(x, ξ, l(i), t
∗
n)
]
and ϕIσ(x, ξ, i, t
∗
n).
• If f∗n+1 = R or Q and z
∗
n = A or z
∗
n = G, we observe that the orresponding substitu-
tion of typesR orQ at site l(i) ould only turn an A to aG or vie versa. This does not
aet the value of ̺
[
ϕIσ(x, ξ, l(i), t
∗
n+1)
]
, whih must be equal to ̺
[
ϕIσ(x, ξ, l(i), t
∗
n)
]
.
This settles the ase when c∗n+1 = l(i). Sine symmetri arguments hold when c
∗
n+1 = r(i),
this onludes the proof. 
Proof of proposition 15:
Let Πa−1,b+1(xk) := (xi)a−16i6b+1. The result follows from proposition 14 sine, for every
i in {a, . . . , b},
ϕc1,d1σ (x1, ξ, i, s) and ϕ
c2,d2
σ (x2, ξ, i, s)
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are both equal to
Θσ,s(xi−1, xi, xi+1, ξi−1[σ, s], ξi[σ, s], ξi+1[σ, s]).

6 Constrution on the integer line
The onstrution of the proess on the integer line Z relies ruially on a onsequene of
proposition 15 above, namely, the fat that, for every initial sequene x, every site i in Z,
every soure of moves ξ, and every ouple of times s > σ, the value of
ϕa,bσ (Π
a,b(x), ξ, i, s)
does not depend on a and b as soon as
a+ 1 6 i 6 b− 1.
Hene the projetive limit of the system (ϕa,bσ )a,b when a→ −∞ and b→∞ exists trivially
and denes a mesurable map
Φσ : A
Z × Ω1 → D(σ,A
Z).
Some previous observations about ϕa,bσ translate immediately to Φσ.
Proposition 17 (1) For every s > t > σ,
Φσ(x, ξ)(s) = Φt (Φσ(x, ξ)(t), ξ) (s).
(2) For every s > 0 and t,
Φσ+t(x, ξ + t)(σ + t+ s) = Φσ(x, ξ)(σ + s).
(3) Finally, Φσ(x, ξ)(s) depends on ξ only through ξ[σ, s] = (ξi[σ, s])i∈Z.
For every x in AZ, let Px denote the distribution of
s 7→ Φ0(x, ·)(s),
viewed as a random variable on (Ω1,F1,Q) with values in D(0,A
Z). Then, as an be
heked from propositions 15 and 17 using the translation invariane of Poisson proesses,
the family {
Px, x ∈ A
Z
}
denes a Feller Markov proess in the sense of Liggett [6, hapter 1℄. From now on, we use
the notation
Xxs = Φ0(x, ·)(s),
and we sometimes omit the initial ondition x of the Markov proess (Xs)s>0.
It is straightforward to hek that the onstrution in [6℄, based on innitesimal generators,
yields the same proess. Let us all G the innitesimal generator of the proess yielded by
the onstrution in [6℄, then G is well-dened and expliitly known at least for the Lipshitz
funtions on AZ.
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Let (X˜I
x
(s))s≥0 denote the Markov proess on A
Z
dened by
X˜Ix(s)i =
{
XIx(s)i if i ∈ I,
A else.
By denition, X˜I
x
(s) onverges to Xxs as I → Z. On the other hand, sine the proess
(X˜I
x
(s))s≥0 involves moves only on the nite set of sites I, its innitesimal generator GI
an be readily omputed. Moreover, GI onverges to G as I → Z, at least on the set of
real valued Lipshitz funtions dened on AZ. This is enough to identify (Xs)s>0 with the
proess yielded by the onstrution of [6℄, aording to Corollary 3.14 in [6℄.
A onsequene of proposition 14 above is the following result.
Proposition 18 For every sequene x := (xi)i∈Z, every integer i and every ouple of times
s > σ, Φσ(x, ξ, i, s) depends on x and ξ only through
xi−1, xi, xi+1, ξi−1[σ, s], ξi[σ, s], ξi+1[σ, s].
Indeed, using the funtion Θσ,s dened in proposition 14,
Φσ(x, ξ, i, s) = Θσ,s(xi−1, xi, xi+1, ξi−1[σ, s], ξi[σ, s], ξi+1[σ, s]).
A simple onsequene of proposition 18 is the following proposition.
Proposition 19 Fix x and some subsets I of the integer line at distane at least 3 from
eah other, that is, suh that for every suh pair I 6= I ′ of subsets and every sites i in I
and i′ in I ′, |i− i′| > 3. Then, the olletions
[
(Xxs>0)i
]
i∈I
are independent.
Here are some simple examples.
• The olletions [(Xs>0)i]i60 and [(Xs>0)i]i>3 are independent from eah other.
• The olletion [(Xs>0)4i, (Xs>0)4i+1]i∈Z is made of i.i.d. random variables with values
in A2.
• The remaining values form a olletion [(Xs>0)4i+2, (Xs>0)4i+3]i∈Z , whih is also
made of i.i.d. random variables with values in A2, with the same distribution as the
olletion in the preeding item, while being not independent from it.
• The olletion [(Xs>0)3i]i∈Z , is made of i.i.d. random variables with values in A.
• For every ℓ > 0 and every δ > ℓ+ 3, the olletion
[
(Xs>0){δi,...,δi+ℓ}
]
i∈Z
, is made of
i.i.d. random variables with values in Aℓ+1.
Proposition 20 There exists a unique stationary distribution of (Xs)s>0 on A
Z
.
Denition 21 Let µ denote the stationary distribution of (Xs)s>0. Let µa,b denote the
measure µI whose existene is ensured by proposition 13, when I = {a, . . . , b}.
A onsequene of the uniqueness of µ is its invariane by the transformations that preserve
the dynamis, for instane the translations of Z. Likewise, µa,b is invariant with respet to
the translations of the disrete irle {a, . . . , b} ∼= Z/(b− a + 1)Z. Moreover, if {a, . . . , b}
is the image of {c, . . . , d} by a translation of Z, µa,b oinide with the image of µc,d by this
translation. Other properties are in proposition 22.
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Proposition 22 (1) Assume that the integers a, b, c and d are suh that
c+ 1 6 a 6 b 6 d− 1.
Then,
Πa,b(µc,d) = Π
a,b(µ).
(2) The Markov proess (Xs)s>0 is ergodi. That is, for every initial ondition x in A
Z
,
Xxs onverges in distribution to µ as s→∞.
(3) Finally, the independene properties stated above hold with respet to µ as well.
The onsiderations above justify the following denition.
Denition 23 (Stationary frequenies) Dene the stationary frequeny F (x1 · · · xk) of
every polynuleotide x1 · · · xk as
F (x1 · · · xk) := µ0,k+1(A× {(x1, . . . , xk)} × A).
Hene, F (x1 · · · xk) is also
F (x1 · · · xk) = µ
(
A{...,−1,0} ×
{
(x1, . . . , xk)
}
×A{k+1,k+2,...}
)
.
Due to the independene properties of µ stated in proposition 22, µ is learly ergodi with
respet to the translations in Z, so we may as well dene stationary frequenies as:
F (x1 · · · xk) = lim
a→−∞,b→+∞
1
b− a+ 1
b∑
i=a
1(Xi+1 · · ·Xi+k = x1 · · · xk)
where the distribution of (Xi)i∈Z is µ, 1(A) denotes the indiator funtion of the event A,
and the above limit holds in the almost sure sense.
Proof of propositions 20 and 22:
Fix a and b suh that a 6 b. From proposition 15, for every x in AZ and every s > 0,
Πa,b (Xxs ) = Π
a,b
(
Xa−1,b+1x (s)
)
.
Now, aording to proposition 13, Xa−1,b+1x (s) onverges in distribution towards µa−1,b+1
as s→∞. As a onsequene, Πa,b (Xxs ) onverges to Π
a,b(µa−1,b+1). Proposition 15 again
shows that (
Πa,b(µa−1,b+1)
)
a6b
is a oherent family of probability distributions. Hene there exists a unique probability
distribution µ on AZ suh that Πa,b(µ) = Πa,b(µa−1,b+1). The onvergene of Π
a,b (Xxs ) in
distribution towards Πa,b(µ) for every a 6 b implies that, for every x in AZ, Xxs onverges
in distribution to µ. The existene and the uniqueness of an invariant distribution, equal
to µ, follow easily. The other properties are obvious. 
7 R/Y enodings
The situation of the R/Y proess is even simpler.
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7.1 On nite intervals
Denition 24 Introdue the R/Y onguration at time s as the {R,Y }-valued funtion
ZI
x
(s) := π(ϕIσ(x, ξ, i, s)).
Proposition 25 For every sequene x := (xi)i∈I, every site i in I and every time s > σ,
the value of Zix(s), whih depends a priori on all the information in x and ξ, is in fat
measurable with respet to π(xi) and ξ[σ, s].
Proof of proposition 25:
The substitutions assoiated to loks of types W, R and Q do not hange the value of
ZI
x
(s). Hene the moves of the funtion s 7→ ZI
x
(s) are determined by the loks Ui and Vi.
Erasing the Ri and Qi loks is like setting every r
y
z to 0, in whih ase the sites evolve
independently. This proves the proposition. 
Corollary 26 For every olletion of sites I, the oordinates of
ZIx(s)
are independent and eah onverge in distribution, when s → ∞, to the distribution on
{R,Y } equal to tY δY + tR δR, that is,
PI
x
((Zs)i = Y )→ tY , P
I
x
((Zs)i = R)→ tR.
We reall from theorem F in setion 2 that tY + tR = 1 and
tY :=
vC + vT
vA + vT + vC + vG
, tR :=
vA + vG
vA + vT + vC + vG
.
7.2 On the full line
Proposition 27 below is a straightforward onsequene and equivalent to theorem F in
setion 2.
Proposition 27 There exists a unique stationary distribution of (Zs)s>0 on {R,Y }
Z
. This
measure is the produt mesure ν⊗Z, where
ν(Y ) := tY , ν(R) := tR.
Theorem F yields relations, whih hold irrespetive of the values of the mutation rates ryx,
namely,
F (CG) + F (CA) + F (TG) + F (TA) = tY tR,
F (CC) + F (CT ) + F (TC) + F (TT ) = t2Y ,
F (AC) + F (AT ) + F (GC) + F (GT ) = tR tY ,
F (CC) + F (CT ) + F (TC) + F (TT ) = t2R.
These relations are simple enough to write. However, they yield awkward formulas for the
individual frequenies of nuleotides and dinuleotides, in full generality.
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We now omment on theorem F and proposition 27. This phenomenon is a onsequene
of the onstrution with exponential loks, where the loations of the YpR dinuleotides
oinide, before and after the superposition of the exponential loks whih represent the
YpR mutations. Hene the overall frequeny of these 4 dinuleotides should be the same
for every values of the rates rxy . Indeed the right hand side is the value of their overall
frequeny when rxy = 0 for every xy. Also, this an be heked diretly from the equations
whih desribe the equilibrium of these 4 dinuleotides. Finally, the produt tR tY in the
right hand side oinides with the produt of the frequenies of the pyrimidines and of the
purines, that is, the produt
F (Y )F (R) = (F (C) + F (T )) (F (A) + F (G)).
One again, this an be seen on the onstrution with exponential loks. Property (a)
means that one an fuse C and T into a single state Y (pyrimidine), and G and A into a
single state R (purine). The YpR substitutions have no eet on R and Y , hene the sites
are i.i.d. Eah pyrimidine mutates at rate
sR := vA + wT + wC + vG,
to a purine with probability (vA + vG)/sR and to a pyrimidine otherwise. Eah purine
mutates at rate
sY := wA + vT + vC + wG,
to a pyrimidine with probability (vT + vC)/sY and to a purine otherwise. The net eet
is that every pyrimidine beomes a purine at rate vA + vG and that every purine beomes
a pyrimidine at rate vC + vT , hene the stationary measure F (Y ) := F (C) + F (T ) of the
pyrimidines is proportional to vC + vT and the stationary measure F (R) := F (A) + F (G)
of the purines is proportional to vA + vG.
Part B Computation
8 General ase
8.1 Polynuleotide frequenies
From the onstrution given in part A, knowing the stationary distribution of the Markov
proess (XI(s))s≥0 with I = {a − 1, . . . , b + 1} is enough to ompute Π
a,b(µ). Sine
(XI(s))s≥0 lives on the state spae A
I
, omputing its stationary distribution amounts
to solving a linear system of size #AI × #AI. Computing the equilibrium frequeny of
polynuleotides of length N thus requires solving a 4N+2 × 4N+2 linear system.
Theorem D in setion 2 follows from these onsiderations and from Cramér's formula.
However, even moderate lengths of polynuleotides (N = 4, say) lead to fairly large linear
systems, so nding ways of lowering the dimension of the system to be solved is a ritial
issue, if solvability of the model is to be onsidered something more than a mere theoretial
possibility.
For single nuleotides and the restrited lass of YpR dinuleotides, an autonomous linear
subsystem an be isolated, and this is disussed in setion 8.2 below.
For general polynuleotides, symmetries an be used to redue the omputational burden.
Using the invariane of (XI(s))s≥0 with respet to translations on the disrete irle, the
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linear system yielding the stationary distribution of (XI(s))s≥0 an be redued to a linear
system of size
m(N + 2)×m(N + 2),
where m(k) denotes the number of distint orbits in Ak under translations. It is a well-
known ounting result, see e.g. [8℄, that
m(k) =
1
k
∑
d|k
φ(d) 4k/d,
where φ stands for Euler's indiator (the number of primes to a number). Hene, when
k →∞,
m(k) ∼ 4k/k.
This remark also ahieves signiant improvement for small values of N , see the table
below. The last olumns give the value of 1/(N + 2) and the exat ratio m(N + 2)/4N+2
of the sizes of the two linear systems.
N 4N+2 m(N + 2) 1/(N + 2) Ratio
2 256 70 25% 27.3%
3 1024 208 20% 20.3%
4 4096 700 16.7% 17.1%
Remark 28 One ould think of the following alternative redution to lower the size of the
linear systems. From the results of part A, to nd Πa,b
(
XI(s)
)
with I = {a− 1, . . . , b+1},
it is suient to nd the invariant distribution of the Markov hain(
ρ(XI(s)a−1),Π
a,b
(
XI(s)
)
, η(XI(s)b+1)
)
.
This hain lives on a state spae of size 4N × 32. Hene, this remark redues the size of
the system by a fator 9/16 ≈ 56%. On the other hand, the translation invariane is lost.
All in all, using the translation invariane desribed above yields more eetive redutions.
Two approhes to omputing equilibrium frequenies of polynuleotides may be onsidered.
One an solve the linear system numerially with xed values of the parameters (with nite
or innite preision arithmeti), within reasonable time for N 6 4. One an also solve this
symbolially, a task that we performed only for N = 2, using a restrited version of the
model possessing a single free parameter, and additional symmetries, see setion 11.
8.2 Nuleotide and YpR dinuleotide frequenies
Reall that F (x1 · · · xk), introdued formally in denition 23 in setion 6, denotes the sta-
tionary frequeny of the polynuleotide x1 · · · xk. In this setion, we show how to ompute
F (x) for every nuleotide x, and F (xy) for every YpR dinuleotide xy.
Denition 29 Introdue
F (Y ) := F (C) + F (T ), F (R) := F (G) + F (A).
Similar onventions are valid for polynuleotides, for instane
F (Y R) :=
∑
π(x)=Y
∑
π(y)=R
F (xy).
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Likewise,
F (Y y) := F (Cy) + F (Ty), F (xR) := F (xA) + F (xG).
We introdue some notations, related to the rates of the simple substitutions.
Denition 30 For every nuleotide x, let sx denote the sum of the rates of mutations
from x, hene sA := sR =: sG and sC := sY =: sT , with
sR := wA + vT + vC +wG, sY := vA + wT +wC + vG.
Likewise, let
ux := vx − wx, v :=
∑
x
vx, w :=
∑
x
wx.
Finally, let tA := tR =: tG and tC := tY =: tT , with tR + tY = 1 and
tR := (vA + vG)/v, tY := (vT + vC)/v.
We turn to some notations related to the eet of the ryx substitutions on nuleotides.
Denition 31 For every nuleotide x and every YpR dinuleotide yz, introdue pyz(x) as
the rate at whih x appears (or disappears if pyz(x) is negative) beause of the dinuleotide
substitutions assoiated to yz. Hene,
pCG(T ) := r
G
T =: −pCG(C), pCG(A) := r
C
A =: −pCG(G),
pTA(C) := r
A
C =: −pTA(T ), pTA(G) := r
T
G =: −pTA(A),
pCA(T ) := r
A
T =: −pCA(C), pCA(G) := r
C
G =: −pCA(A),
pTG(A) := r
T
A =: −pTG(G), pTG(C) := r
G
C =: −pTG(T ).
Finally, for every x and every yz whih is not a YpR dinuleotide, let
pyz(x) := 0.
Equilibrium for the nuleotides yields the following relations.
Proposition 32 For every nuleotide x,
sx F (x) = vx − ux tx +
∑
yz
pyz(x)F (yz).
Furthermore, F (R) = tR and F (Y ) = tY .
Note that the values of F (R) and F (Y ) are independent of the YpR substitution rates ryx.
The underlying reason for this a priori surprising fat is in proposition 27. The proof of
proposition 32 is in setion 8.3.
From proposition 32, the values of F (xy) for every YpR dinuleotide xy determine F (z) for
every nuleotide z. To ompute F (xy) for these 4 dinuleotides xy, we need some notations
related to the eets of the ryx mutations on dinuleotides.
Denition 33 For every ouple of YpR dinuleotides xy and zt, introdue pzt(xy) as the
rate at whih xy appears (or disappears if pzt(xy) is negative), due to the existene of the
dinuleotide zt. Hene, assuming that {x, x∗} = {C, T} and that {y, y∗} = {A,G},
pxy(xy) := −r
x
y∗ − r
y
x∗ , pxy(xy
∗) := rxy∗ , pxy(x
∗y) := ryx∗ , pxy(x
∗y∗) := 0.
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For instane,
pCG(CG) := −r
G
T − r
C
A , pCA(CG) := r
C
G, pTG(CG) := r
G
C , pTA(CG) := 0.
Finally, let
qxy := −pxy(xy) = r
x
y′ + r
y
x′ .
Equilibrium for the YpR dinuleotides yields the following relations. Reall the notations
in denition 29.
Proposition 34 For every YpR dinuleotide xy,
(v + w)F (xy) + ux F (Y y) + uy F (xR) = vx F (y) + vy F (x) +
∑
zt
pzt(xy)F (zt).
The proof of proposition 34 is in setion 8.3.
From propositions 32 and 34, the 8 unknown frequenies we are looking for, namely the
4 frequenies of the nuleotides and the 4 frequenies of the YpR dinuleotides, solve a
system of 8 linear equations. One an show that the determinant of this system is not
zero, hene the 8 frequenies are entirely determined by this system.
A simpler way to proeed is to write the frequeny of eah nuleotide as an ane funtion of
the 4 fequenies of YpR dinuleotides, then to plug these expressions in the 4 last equations.
We state this as theorem G below, whih preises theorem E in setion 2.
Denition 35 Let F denote the 4 × 1 vetor of the frequenies of the YpR dinuleotides,
that is,
F :=


F (CG)
F (CA)
F (TG)
F (TA)

 .
Theorem G (YpR frequenies) The YpR frequenies solve a linear system
((v + w) Id + U+W) · F = V,
where the 4× 4 matries U and W and the 4× 1 vetor V are dened below and depend on
the substitution rates vx, wx and r
y
x.
Denition 36 For every YpR dinuleotide, let
v∗x := vx/sR, v
∗
y := vy/sY .
The matrix U is
U :=


uC + uG uG uC 0
uA uC + uA 0 uC
uT 0 uT + uG uG
0 uT uA uT + uA

 .
The oeients of the matrix W are
Wxy,zt := −pzt(xy)− v
∗
x pzt(y)− v
∗
y pzt(x).
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Finally, the oeients of the matrix V are
Vxy := vx
vy − uy ty
sy
+ vy
vx − ux tx
sx
.
Note that every Vxy is positive.
We now write the oeients of W more expliitly. Eah olumn W·,xy of W depends on
the YpR rates of substitution through rxy∗ and r
y
x∗ only, and through ane funtions. More
preisely,
Wxy,xy = (1 + v
∗
x) r
x
y∗ + (1 + v
∗
y) r
y
x∗ ,
Furthermore,
Wxy∗,xy = −(1 + v
∗
x) r
x
y∗ + v
∗
y∗ r
y
x∗, Wx∗y,xy = −(1 + v
∗
y) r
y
x∗ + v
∗
x∗ r
x
y∗ ,
and
Wx∗y∗,xy = −v
∗
x∗ r
x
y∗ − v
∗
y∗ r
y
x∗ .
For instane, the CG olumn of W is
W·,CG :=
CG
CA
TG
TA


rCA + r
G
T + vCr
C
A/sR + vGr
G
T /sY
−rCA − vCr
C
A/sR + vAr
G
T /sY
−rGT − vGr
G
T /sY + vT r
C
A/sR
−vT r
C
A/sR − vAr
G
T /sY

 .
8.3 Proofs
Proof of proposition 32:
Assume that the distribution of (Xi)i∈Z is the stationary measure µ introdued in deni-
tion 21 in setion 6. By the denition of the dynamis, equilibrium for nuleotide x at site
i reads
sx P(Xi = x) =
∑
π(z)=π(x)
wx P(Xi = z) +
∑
π(z)6=π(x)
vx P(Xi = z)
+
∑
π(y)=π(x)6=π(z)
pyz(x)P(XiXi+1 = yz)
+
∑
π(y)6=π(x)=π(z)
pyz(x)P(Xi−1Xi = yz).
Note that one of the last two sums in the expression above is always zero, whih one
depending on whether x is a purine or a pyrimidine.
Using the translation invariane of the stationary distribution, and extrating onstant
fators from sums, this redues to
sx F (x)F (yz) =
∑
yz
pyz(x) + wx
∑
π(z)=π(x)
F (z) + vx
∑
π(z)6=π(x)
F (z). (2)
Using the fat that pyz(x) = −pyz(x
∗), and summing, on the one hand the above equi-
librium equations for x = A and x = G, and on the other hand for x = C and x = T ,
we obtain a linear system of two equations involving F (R) and F (Y ) = 1 − F (R). For
instane,
sR F (R) = (wA + wG)F (R) + (vA + vG)F (Y ).
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Solving this for F (R) and F (Y ) yields the rst assertion of the proposition, plugging these
values into equation (2) yields the seond assertion. 
Proof of proposition 34:
As in the proof of proposition 32 above, we assume that the distribution of (Xi)i∈Z is the
stationary measure µ. Equilibrium for a YpR dinuleotide xy loated at the pair of sites
(i, i+1) reads as the equality of the exit rate and the entrane rate. Both are due to single
substitutions and to double substitutions. The exit rate of single substitutions has size
(sx + sy)P(X(i)X(i + 1) = xy).
The entrane rate due to the single transitions has size∑
π(z)=π(x)
wx P(X(i)X(i + 1) = zy) +
∑
π(t)=π(y)
wy P(X(i)X(i + 1) = xt).
The entrane rate due to the single transversions has size∑
π(z)6=π(x)
vx P(X(i)X(i + 1) = zy) +
∑
π(t)6=π(y)
vy P(X(i)X(i + 1) = xt).
Finally, the rate of double substitutions, ounted as an entrane rate, has size∑
π(z)=π(x)
pzy(x)P(X(i)X(i + 1) = zy) +
∑
π(t)=π(y)
pxt(y)P(X(i)X(i + 1) = xt).
An important point to notie is that no YpR mutation aeting the pairs of sites (i− 1, i)
or (i + 1, i + 2) an our when X(i)X(i + 1) = xy or lead to X(i)X(i + 1) = xy, sine
x is a pyrimidine and y is a purine. This fat rules out probabilities of trinuleotides
from appearing in the above equation, whih we ould not avoid if xy was not an YpR
dinuleotide.
Using the fats that∑
π(z)6=π(x)
P(X(i)X(i + 1) = zy) = P(X(i + 1) = y)−
∑
π(z)=π(x)
P(X(i)X(i + 1) = zy),
and that∑
π(t)6=π(y)
P(X(i)X(i + 1) = xt) = P(X(i) = x)−
∑
π(t)=π(y)
P(X(i)X(i + 1) = xt),
and the translation invariane of the stationary distribution, we obtain the identity stated
in proposition 34. 
9 Uniform simple rates
In this setion, we study the inuene of the rates ryx of YpR substitution rates, looking at
the ase when, for every nuleotide x,
vx = wx = 1.
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Then, for every YpR dinuleotide xy,
v = w = sx = sy = 4, ux = 0, Vxy = 1/2, v
∗
x = v
∗
y = 1/4.
We assume, as a further simpliation, that the YpR substitution rates from CpA and
from TpG are zero, that is,
rCG = r
A
T = r
G
C = r
T
A = 0.
Hene, W·,CA = W·,TG = 0, and
W·,CG =
1
4


5rCA + 5r
G
T
−5rCA + r
G
T
rCA − 5r
G
T
−rCA − r
G
T

 , W·,TA = 14


−rAC − r
T
G
−5rAC + r
T
G
rAC − 5r
T
G
5rAC + 5r
T
G

 .
Reall that qCG = r
G
T + r
C
A and qTA = r
A
C + r
T
G.
Denition 37 Let
K := 32 + 5 (qCG + qTA) + 3 qCG qTA/4.
Our following result gives the frequenies of the YpR dinuleotides.
Proposition 38 Assume that the simple substitution rates are 1 and that no YpR substi-
tution our from CpA or TpG. Then, for every YpR dinuleotide xy,
F (xy) =
1
16
(
1 +
k(xy)
K
)
,
with
k(CG) := qTA − 5 qCG − 3 qCG qTA/4,
k(CA) := (5rCA − r
G
T ) (1 + 3 qTA/16) + (5r
A
C − r
T
G) (1 + 3 qCG/16),
k(TG) := (5rGT − r
C
A) (1 + 3 qTA/16) + (5r
T
G − r
A
C) (1 + 3 qCG/16),
k(TA) := qCG − 5 qTA − 3 qCG qTA/4.
For instane,
F (CG) =
32 + 6 qTA
16K
, F (TA) =
32 + 6 qCG
16K
.
One an hek that
k(CG) + k(CA) + k(TG) + k(TA) = 0.
The frequenies of the nuleotides follow.
Corollary 39 In the setting of proposition 38,
4F (A) = 1 + rCA
32 + 6 qTA
16K
− rTG
32 + 6 qCG
16K
,
4F (G) = 1− rCA
32 + 6 qTA
16K
+ rTG
32 + 6 qCG
16K
,
4F (C) = 1− rGT
32 + 6 qTA
16K
+ rTC
32 + 6 qCG
16K
,
4F (T ) = 1 + rGT
32 + 6 qTA
16K
− rTC
32 + 6 qCG
16K
.
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If one assumes furthermore that rTC = r
T
G = 0, that is, that CpG is the only ative
dinuleotide, further simpliations our.
Proposition 40 Assume that the simple substitution rates are 1 and that no YpR substi-
tution our from CpA, TpG or TpA. Then, for every YpR dinuleotide xy,
F (xy) =
1
16
(
1 +
k(xy)
32 + 5(rGT + r
C
A)
)
,
with
k(CG) := −5(rCA + r
G
T ), k(CA) := 5r
C
A − r
G
T ,
and
k(TG) := 5rGT − r
C
A , k(TA) := r
G
T + r
C
A .
For instane,
F (CA) =
1
16
32 + 4rGT + 10r
C
A
32 + 5rCA + 5r
G
T
.
Corollary 41 In the setting of proposition 40,
F (x) =
1
4
(
1 +
k(x)
32 + 5(rCA + r
G
T )
)
,
with
k(T ) := 2rGT , k(C) := −2r
G
T , k(A) := 2r
C
A , k(G) := −2r
C
A .
10 Symmetri rates
10.1 Models
Consider property (b) below.
Property (b) The substitution rates respet the omplementarity of the nu-
leotides.
This means, rst, that the rate of substitution from x to y and from x∗ to y∗ oinide, for
every nuleotides x and y, where we reall that the involution z 7→ z∗ is dened by
A∗ := T, T ∗ := A, C∗ := G, G∗ := C.
This means also that the rates of YpR substitutions from CG to CA and to TG oinide,
and that the rates of YpR substitutions from TA to CA and to TG oinide, that is,
rCA = r
G
T =: rW , r
A
C = r
T
G =: rS .
This means nally that the rates of YpR substitutions from CA and from TG to CG
oinide, and that the rates of YpR substitutions from CA and from TG to TA oinide
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As regards the single substitutions, the most general model suh that (a) and (b) hold is
desribed by matries 

· vW vS wS
vW · wS vS
vW wW · vS
wW vW vS ·

 ,
where vS , vW , wS and wW are nonnegative rates. For instane, every nuleotide A mutates
to T at rate vW , to C at rate vS , and to G at rate wS . The indies W and S refer to
the lassiation of nuleotides aording to the strength of their link in double stranded
DNA, the link between C and G being strong (S) and the link between A and T being
weak (W ).
One reovers Tamura's matrix when wS vW = vS wW . On the other hand, assuming
that (b) holds, ondition (a) orresponds to the additional requirements that the two
substitution rates from a purine to C oinide, and that the two substitution rates from a
purine to T oinide.
As before, one an omplete the matrix by diagonal elements, whih represent titious
rates of mutation from a nuleotide x to x, and whih leave the whole proess unhanged.
The full matrix is 

wW vW vS wS
vW wW wS vS
vW wW wS vS
wW vW vS wS

 .
10.2 Frequenies
From now on, we assume that properties (a) and (b) hold, that the only nonzero YpR rates
are rS and rW dened above, and we ompute the frequenies of the nuleotides and of
the YpR dinuleotides.
Denition 42 Introdue the parameters
σS := vS + wS , σW := vW + wW , v0 := vS + vW , w0 := wS +wW ,
and
σ := σS + σW = v0 + w0.
Using the notations in setion 8, one gets
uS + uW = v0 − w0, v = 2v0, w = 2w0, sR = sY = σ.
Using theorem G, one gets
M ×

 F (CG)F (CA)
F (TA)

 = 1
2

 vS σSvS σW + vW σS
vW σW

 ,
where the 3× 3 matrix M is
M :=

 σ (σ + uS) + (σ + vS) rW σ uS −vS rSσ uW − (2vS + w0) rW σ (3v0 + w0) σ uS − (2vW + w0) rS
−vW rW σ uW σ (σ + uW ) + (σ + vW ) rS

 .
From there, tedious omputations lead to the following formulas.
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Theorem H In the symmetri R/Y + YpR model desribed by the parameters vS, wS,
vW , wW , rS and rW , the frequenies of the YpR dinuleotides at equilibrium are
F (xy) = D(xy)/(4D),
where D and D(xy) are polynomial funtions of the parameters (vS , wS , vW , wW , rS , rW ),
homogeneous of degree 3, and dened as follows. First,
D := D0 + rS DS + rW DW + rSrW DSW ,
with
D0 := σ
2 (σ + 2v0), DSW := 2 (σ + v0),
and
DS := σ (σ + 2v0) + σ wS + v0 σS, DW := σ (σ + 2v0) + σ wW + v0 σW .
As regards the dinuleotide CG,
D(CG) := D0(CG) + rS DS(CG),
with
D0(CG) := (σ + 2v0)σ
2
S , DS(CG) := σ wS + σS (v0 + 2vS).
As regards the dinuleotide TA,
D(TA) := D0(TA) + rW DW (TA),
with
D0(TA) := (σ + 2v0)σ
2
W , DW (TA) := σ wW + σW (v0 + 2vW ).
As regards the dinuleotide CA (and the dinuleotide TG),
D(CA) := D0(CA) + rS DS(CA) + rW DW (CA) + rSrW DSW (CA),
with
D0(CA) := (σ + 2v0)σS σW , DSW (CA) := σ + v0,
and
DS(CA) := σS (σ + 2vW ), DW (CA) := σW (σ + 2vS).
Finally,
σ F (C) = σS/2− rW F (CG) + rS F (TA).
One an hek that, when rS = rW = 0, F (x) = F0(x) and F (xy) = F0(xy), where, for
instane,
F0(CG) = F0(C)F0(G), F0(C) = F0(G) =
σS
2σ
.
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10.3 CpGo/e and TpAo/e ratios
We ome bak to the original model of YpR substitutions, where CpG is the only ative
YpR dinuleotide, hene
rS = 0.
In this ase,
F (CG) =
D0(CG)
4 (D0 + rW DW )
,
and F (C) is given by the relation
σ F (C) = σS/2− rW F (CG).
This is enough to get some information about the ratio of the observed and expeted
frequenies of CpG.
Denition 43 Introdue
CpGo/e :=
F (CG)
F (C)F (G)
.
Proposition 44 (CpGo/e in a simple ase) In the setting of theorem H, assume fur-
thermore that rS = 0. Then CpGo/e 6 1 for every rW , CpGo/e is a non inreasing
funtion of rW , CpGo/e → 1 when rW → 0, and CpGo/e → 0 when rW → ∞. Further-
more, when rW → 0,
CpGo/e = 1− rW KCG + o(rW ),
where KCG is positive and dened as
KCG :=
(σ + 3v0)σW + σ wW
σ2(σ + 2v0)
.
Another quantity of interest is the ratio of the observed and expeted frequenies of TpA.
Denition 45 Introdue
TpAo/e :=
F (TA)
F (T )F (A)
.
In the setting of theorem H, and even if one assumes furthermore that rS = 0, the situation
is less lear than for CpGo/e. For instane, one an show that, when rW → 0,
TpAo/e = 1− rW KTA + o(rW ),
where KTA is dened as
KTA :=
LTA
σ2 w20 (σ + 2v0)
,
and
LTA := σWσ
2
S(σ + 2v0) + σ
2
W (σ(σ + 2v0) + σwW + vσW )
−σ2(σwW + vσW )− 2σ
2σW vW .
The sign of LTA is diult to deipher, in fat assume that there exists c suh that
wS = c vS , wW = c vW .
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Then the expression of LTA redues to
LTA = σ σ
2
W ((3 + c) vW − (1 + c) vS).
This shows the following result.
Proposition 46 (Values of TpAo/e) In the general setting of proposition 44, both ases
TpAo/e 6 1 and TpAo/e > 1 are possible. However, when wS = wW and vS = vW ,
TpAo/e 6 1.
11 The simplest model
In this setion, we provide the values of the 16 frequenies of dinuleotides at equilibrium.
To avoid awkward formulas, we onsider the simple non trivial ase.
Denition 47 The simplest R/Y + YpR model is suh that, for every nuleotide x,
vx = wx = 1,
and suh that all YpR substitutions but those starting from CpG are exluded, i.e.
rCG = r
A
T = r
G
C = r
T
A = r
T
G = r
A
C = 0,
and suh that the rates of CpG to CpA and CpG to TpG are equal, that is,
rCA = r
G
T =: ̺.
In this setion, we onsider the simplest model.
11.1 On symboli resolutions
Theoretially, one has to solve an appropriate linear system related to the dynamis on
the disrete irle with N + 2 = 4 verties, that is, of size 4N+2 = 256. The translation
invariane yields a system of size m(N + 2) = 70, see setion 8.1. Using the invariane
with respet to both translations of the disrete irle and nuleotide omplementarity,
the size of the linear system to be solved is further redued to 42. (This is beause 14 of
the 70 lasses that the invariane by translations indues, are invariant by the nuleotide
omplementarity as well, the 56 other lasses being grouped into pairs. We omit the details
of this enumeration.)
We solved this 42×42 system symbolially, using MapleTM. We omputed the full invariant
distribution of (XI(s))s≥0 with I := {1, 2, 3, 4} but we only give the equilibrium frequenies
of dinuleotides beause these are the quantities of greatest interest. Cheking the results
by human omputations seemed prohibitively time-onsuming and tedious but, to onrm
the validity of the formulas, we performed some tests. In partiular, we ompared the
formulas with the following.
• The exat formulas obtained by human omputations for YpR dinuleotides.
• The results obtained by numerially solving the system with MATLAB r© for various
settings of the parameters.
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• The results of extensive Monte-Carlo simulations, usually with 108 runs for eah
setting of the parameters.
All these tests onrmed the values given below.
11.2 Frequenies
We rst reall the values of the frequenies of nuleotides, dedued from previous setions.
Denition 48 Introdue
K0(xy) = 4U(xy) + 2R(x) + Y (x) +R(y) + 2Y (y).
where
U = 1TG + 1CA − 21CG, R = 1A − 1G, Y = 1T − 1C .
Introdue
a(̺) :=
3
96 + 19̺
, b(̺) :=
4
32 + 10̺
.
Denition 49 For every polynuleotide x1 · · · xk, dene a funtion K(x1 · · · xk) by the
relation
F (x1 · · · xk) =:
1
4k
(
1 + ̺
K(x1 · · · xk)
32 + 10̺
)
.
Theorem I (1) For every nuleotide x, K(x) does not depend on ̺, and
K(x) = 2 (R(x) + Y (x)).
Hene K(A) = K(T ) = 2 and K(C) = K(G) = −2.
(2) For every YpR dinuleotide xy, K(xy) does not depend on ̺, and K(xy) = K0(xy).
Hene
K(CG) = −10, K(CA) = K(TG) = 4, K(TA) = 2.
(3) For every dinuleotide, K(xy)→ K0(xy) when ̺→ 0.
Part (3) reads as
K0(GG) = K0(CC) = −3, K0(TT ) = K0(AA) = 3,
K0(AG) = K0(CT ) = 1, K0(TC) = K0(GA) = −1,
and
K0(AC) = K0(GT ) = 0, K0(AT ) = 4, K0(GC) = −4.
Here is a onsequene of theorem I.
Proposition 50 The nuleotides C and G are always less frequent than A and T . More
preisely, for every positive ̺,
20% 6 P (C) = P (G) < 25% < P (A) = P (T ) 6 30%.
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Furthermore, the dinuleotides CG and TA are repulsive and the dinuleotides CA and
TG are attrative, in the sense that
F (CG) 6 F (C)F (G), F (TA) 6 F (T )F (A),
and
F (CA) > F (C)F (A), F (TG) > F (T )F (G).
Denition 51 For every dinuleotide xy, introdue K1(xy) as
K(xy) =: K0(xy) + ̺K1(xy).
Theorem J For every dinuleotide xy, K1(xy) assumes one of the ve values 0, ±a(̺),
and ±b(̺). More preisely,
K1(xy) = a(̺) (R(x)R(y) + Y (x)Y (y)) + b(̺)R(x)Y (y).
As regards, for instane, the dinuleotides Ax, this means that
K1(AA) = a(̺), K1(AC) = −b(̺), K1(AG) = −a(̺), K1(AT ) = b(̺).
Going bak to frequenies, this reads as
F (AA) =
1
16
(
1 +
̺
32 + 10̺
(
3 +
3̺
96 + 19̺
))
,
F (AC) =
1
16
(
1 +
̺
32 + 10̺
(
0−
4̺
32 + 10̺
))
,
F (AG) =
1
16
(
1 +
̺
32 + 10̺
(
1−
3̺
96 + 19̺
))
,
F (AT ) =
1
16
(
1 +
̺
32 + 10̺
(
4 +
4̺
32 + 10̺
))
.
Similar formulas are available for the 12 other dinuleotides.
11.3 Remarks
One sees that, when ̺→∞, ̺K1(xy) onverges to a nondegenerate limit.
Corollary 52 When ̺→∞, K(xy) onverges to K∞(xy), with
K∞(xy) := K0(xy) +
3
19
(
R(x)R(y) + Y (x)Y (y)
)
+
2
5
R(x)Y (y).
This means that
F (xy)→ F∞(xy) :=
1
16
(
1 +
K∞(xy)
32
)
.
For instane,
F (C) = F (G)→
1
5
, F (A) = F (T )→
3
10
,
and
F (CG)→ 0, F (CA) = F (TG)→
7
80
, F (TA)→
3
40
.
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When ̺ = 0, one reovers the i.i.d. evolution, hene F (x1 · · · xk) = 1/4
k
for every polynu-
leotide x1 · · · xk.
The model makes sense for every ̺ > −1. For instane, ̺ = −1 forbids the transitions
from CG to TG or CA, but allows the transitions from CG to AG, GG, CC and CT .
Although the model does not make sense when ̺ < −1, the frequenies that we are able
to ompute are all positive, even formally for some values of ̺ < −1. It may happen that,
as soon as ̺ < −1, the expressions of the frequenies of some polynuleotides are indeed
negative. In any ase, when ̺ = −1,
F (C) = F (G) =
5
22
, F (A) = F (T ) =
6
22
.
12 Continuous dynamis
In this setion, we show that one an study the evolution of the YpR frequenies, using
essentially the tehniques used to desribe the statis. Consider for instane the simplest
model, see denition 47. For every YpR dinuleotide xy, the frequeny F (xy)(s) of xy at
time s satises
d
ds
F (xy)(s) = F (x)(s) + F (y)(s) − 8F (xy)(s) +
+ ̺F (CG)(s) (1TG + 1CA)(xy)− 2̺F (CG)(s)1CG(xy).
Likewise, for every nuleotide x,
d
ds
F (x)(s) = −4F (x)(s) + 1 + ε(x) ̺F (CG)(s), (3)
where ε(C) = ε(G) = +1 and ε(A) = ε(T ) = −1. Hene, F (CG)(s) satises the seond
order evolution equation
d2
ds2
F (CG)(s) + 2 (̺+ 6)
d
ds
F (CG)(s) + 2 (16 + 5̺)F (CG)(s) = 2.
One an hek that the two roots of the harateristi polynomial of this linear dierential
equation have negative real parts. Hene F (CG)(s) indeed onverges when s→∞ to the
xed point 1/(16 + 5̺) of the equation, that is, to the stationary value F (CG). Plugging
this into (3) for every value of x yields the onvergene of 4F (x)(s), when s→∞, to the
value
1 + ε(x) ̺F (CG) = 4F (x).
Part C Simulation
13 Coupling from the past
A onsequene of the onstrution of the previous setions is that we an simulate the
restrition of the dynamis on Z to any nite interval of sites of length n, without trunation
errors due to negleting the inuene of remote sites. One adds a site to the left and a
site to the right, one performs simulations for the system on these n + 2 sites, and the
projetion on the n original sites yields the desired simulation.
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In this setion, we show how the oupling from the past (CFTP) methodology of Propp
and Wilson [7℄ an be applied in our ontext. Our motivation is two-fold. First, estimates
about the oupling times automatially yield estimates on the speed of onvergene of
the dynamis to the stationary distribution. In our ontext, this applies to the speed of
onvergene of Πa,b(Xs) to Π
a,b(µ). Seond, the CFTP tehnique allows to sample exatly
from Πa,b(µ). Despite the results of the previous setions, whih show that the obtention of
exat expressions of Πa,b(µ) amounts to the inversion of a linear system, this task beomes
omputationally infeasible as soon as the number b−a+1 of sites is large, say greater than
6. Hene, Monte-Carlo simulations are still useful, if only to onrm the results obtained
by inverting the linear system!
In the whole setion, we x I = {a, . . . , b}.
13.1 Coupling events
We rst dene the notions of oupling events and loked sites.
Denition 53 (Coupling events) We say that a oupling event ours at site i and times
(s1, s2, s3) if the following assertions hold.
• s1 > s2 and s3 > s2,
• −s1 belongs to U
A
l(i) ∪ U
G
l(i) ∪ V
A
l(i) ∪ V
G
l(i),
• −s3 belongs to U
C
r(i) ∪ U
T
r(i) ∪ V
C
r(i) ∪ V
T
r(i),
• −s2 belongs to
⋃
z∈A U
z
i ,
• (−s1,−s2) ∩
⋃
z∈A U
z
l(i) ∪ V
z
l(i) is empty,
• (−s3,−s2) ∩
⋃
z∈A U
z
r(i) ∪ V
z
r(i) is empty.
Denition 54 (Loked sites) We say that the site i is loked at times (u, v) if, for every
times σ and s suh that σ 6 −u and s > −v, the set
Φσ(A
I, ξ, i, s)
ontains but one single element. In other words, Φσ(x, ξ, i, s) = Φσ(x
′, ξ, i, s) for every
initial ongurations x and x′ in AI.
Reall that Φσ is introdued in setion 6. Denitions 53 and 54 both involve I, through the
denitions of l(·) and r(·). Our next proposition shows that the notions of oupling event
and loked site are related. The proofs of the results in setion 13 are in setion 13.4.
Proposition 55 If a oupling event ours at site i and times (s1, s2, s3), then i is loked
at times (s4, s2), with s4 := max(s1, s3).
In words, for every initial ondition imposed before time −max(s1, s3), the ith oordinate
is the same after time −s2. A onsequene is that all the trajetories of the proess have
oalesed as far as site i is onerned.
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13.2 Loking times
We wish to estimate, or at least to ontrol, the time that is needed to lok a given olletion
of sites. We start with one site.
Denition 56 (Loking times) Let Ti be dened as the supremum of the times s4 suh
that there exists s1, s2 and s3, with the following properties: s2 > 0, s4 = max(s1, s3), and
a oupling event ours at site i and at times (s1, s2, s3).
We now dene additional numerial parameters.
Denition 57 (Combined rates) Introdue
κR :=
∑
z=A,G
min(cz, vz), κY :=
∑
z=T,C
min(cz, vz), κ := κR + κY ,
and
νR :=
∑
z=A,G
(vz − cz)
+, νY :=
∑
z=T,C
(vz − cz)
+, ν := νR + νY .
Note that κR + νR = vA + vG and κY + νY = vC + vT .
Denition 58 Let
α := tY tR =
(vA + vG)× (vC + vT )
(vA + vG + vC + vT )2
.
These parameters allow us to ontrol the distribution of the loking times, as follows.
Proposition 59 Eah loking time Ti is stohastially dominated by the random variable
H1 + · · ·+HZ ,
where (Hk)k>1 is a sequene of i.i.d. Gamma (3, κ) random variables, and Z > 1 is a
geometri random variable with parameter α, independent from (Hk)k>1. In partiular, Ti
is almost surely nite and E(Ti) 6 3/(κα).
We now proeed to bound the tail of Ti. For eah k > 1, the distribution of H1 + . . .+Hk
is Gamma (3k, κ).
Denition 60 Introdue nα = −4 log(1− α)/α, hene nα is nite and nα > 4.
Lemma 61 For every nonnegative integer N ,
P(H1 + · · ·+HZ > Nnα/κ) 6 2 (1 − α)
N .
Our interest lies in the oupling time of whole intervals, dened below.
Denition 62 (Loking times of intervals) The loking time Ta,b of the sites in the
interior of the interval I = {a, . . . , b} is
Ta,b = max{Ti ; a+ 1 6 i 6 b− 1}.
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Denition 63 Introdue the integer
ka,b =
⌈
b− a− 1
3
⌉
.
Proposition 64 For every integer N ,
Q(Ta,b > Nnα/κ) 6 3
[
1−
(
1− 2 (1 − α)N
)ka,b] .
Remark 65 The bound above has the nie property that it does not involve the rates ryz of
the YpR mutations exept, through the cz, when they are negative.
More readable forms of proposition 64 might be proposition 67 and orollary 69 below.
Denition 66 Let
ta,b = 4 log(6 ka,b).
Proposition 67 (Control upon the loking times) For every t,
Q((ακ)Ta,b > ta,b − log(1− α) + t) 6 exp(−t/4).
Denition 68 Let T(n) denote the loking time of n onseutive sites.
For instane T(n) is distributed as T0,n+1. Note that 3k0,n+1 6 n+2 and that α 6
1
4 , hene
4 log 2− log(1− α) 6 6 log 2. This yields the following orollary.
Corollary 69 For every t,
Q((ακ)T(n) > log(n+ 2) + 6 log(2) + t) 6 exp(−t/4).
13.3 Consequenes
The now traditional Propp-Wilson method indues that, whatever the initial ondition x
in AI with I = {a, . . . , b}, for every J ⊂ I,[
ϕa,b−T (x, ξ, j, 0)
]
j∈J
, where T = max
j∈J
Tj,
is distributed aording to the projetion of the stationary distribution µI on A
J
. In
partiular, the distribution of
Πa+1,b−1
(
ϕa,b−Ta,b(x, ξ)(0)
)
is Πa+1,b−1(µa,b), that is, by proposition 15, Π
a+1,b−1(µ). We state this as a proposition.
Proposition 70 For every a 6 b, the distribution of Πa,b
(
ϕa−1,b+1−Ta−1,b+1(x, ξ)(0)
)
is Πa,b(µ).
Hene proposition 67 yields the result below.
Proposition 71 For every positive t, the distane in total variation between the distribu-
tion Πa,b(Xxs ) at time
s = (ta−1,b+1 − log(1− α) + t)/(ακ),
and the limiting distribution Πa,b(µ), is at most exp(−t/4).
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13.4 Proofs
Proof of proposition 55:
We shall in fat prove the following assertion: assume that site i is loked at times
(s1, s2, s3), then, for every σ 6 −s4 and s > −s2, the sets
̺(Φσ(A
I, ξ, l(i), s)), Φσ(A
I, ξ, i, s), η(Φσ(A
I, ξ, r(i), s))
are all singletons.
We rst hek the laim when s = −s2. By the denition of s1, at time −s1, either a
move of type U ours at site l(i), yielding an A or a G unonditionally, or a move of type
V ours, namely a transversion to a purine, yielding a purine if site i was not already
oupied by a purine. As a onsequene, the set
̺
(
Φσ(A
I, ·, l(i),−s1)
)
is a singleton. One again by the denitions, we ruled out the possibility that any move of
type U or V ourred at site l(i) between the times −s1 and −s2. Furthermore, moves of
type W , R and Q, when applied to a purine, an only yield a (possibly dierent) purine.
This implies that the set
̺(Φσ(A
I, ξ, l(i),−s2))
is a singleton as well. The same argument applies symmetrially to η(Φσ(A
I, ξ, r(i),−s2)).
As regards Φσ(A
I, ξ, i,−s2), this is a singleton sine a move of type U ours at site i at
time −s2. Lemma 16 above shows that, for every x in A
I
, the values of
̺(Φσ(x, ξ, l(i), s)), Φσ(x, ξ, i, s), η(Φσ(x, ξ, r(i), s)),
for every s > −s2, are ompletely determined by ξ and by the values of
̺(Φσ(x, ξ, l(i),−s2)), Φσ(x, ξ, i,−s2), η(Φσ(x, ξ, r(i),−s2)).
Sine these values are the same for every x in AI, so is the ase for ̺(Φσ(·, ξ, l(i), s)),
Φσ(·, ξ, i, s), and η(Φσ(·, ξ, r(i), s)), for every s > −s2. This onludes the proof. 
Proof of proposition 59:
Reall the onvention that sup ∅ = −∞. Dene M0 := 0, and, indutively for k > 1,
• −Lk := sup (−∞,−Mk−1) ∩
(⋃
z∈A U
z
i
)
,
• −Uk := sup (−∞,−Lk) ∩
(⋃
z∈A U
z
l(i) ∪ V
z
l(i)
)
,
• −Vk := sup (−∞,−Lk) ∩
(⋃
z∈A U
z
r(i) ∪ V
z
r(i)
)
,
• −Mk := −max(Uk, Vk).
Dene K as the smallest integer k > 1 suh that
−Uk belongs to U
A
l(i) ∪ U
G
l(i) ∪ V
A
l(i) ∪ V
G
l(i),
and
−Vk belongs to U
C
r(i) ∪ U
T
r(i) ∪ V
C
r(i) ∪ V
T
r(i).
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Then, provided that K is nite, a oupling event ours at site i and times (UK , LK , VK),
hene Ti 6 MK as soon as K is nite. Furthermore, standard properties of Poisson
proesses and the independene of the Poisson proesses that are assoiated to dierent
sites show that the sequene(
Lk −Mk−1, Uk − Lk, Vk − Lk
)
k>1
is i.i.d., and that, for every given k > 1, Lk −Mk−1, Uk − Lk and Vk − Lk are mutually
independent and exponentially distributed with parameters κ, κ+ν, and κ+ν respetively.
Finally, K > 1 is independent from (Lk −Mk−1, Uk − Lk, Vk − Lk)k>1, and geometrially
distributed with parameter α and expetation 1/α. Writing
Mk −Mk−1 = Lk −Mk−1 +max(Uk − Lk, Vk − Lk),
and realling that Ti 6MK , one gets
E(Ti) 6
1
α
(
1
κ
+
3
2(κ+ ν)
)
.
Simpler upper bounds obtain as follows. Sine κ + ν > κ, the distribution of the random
variable max(Uk − Lk, Vk − Lk) is (rudely) dominated by the distribution of the sum of
two independent κ exponential random variables, hene the distribution of Ti is dominated
by the distribution of the sum of three independent κ exponential random variables. 
One sees that
E(Ti) 6
5
2ακ
.
Proof of lemma 61:
By the homogeneity of the Gamma distributions, we assume that κ = 1. The nonnegativity
of the random variables (Hk)k implies that, for every integer k > 0 and every real number
t > 0,
P(H1 + · · ·+HZ > t) 6 P(Z > k + 1) + P(H1 + · · ·+Hk > t).
The rst term on the right hand side is (1−α)k. By Cramér's bound and the value of the
Laplae transform of the standard exponential distribution, evaluated at 0 6 u < 1, the
seond term is at most
(1− u)−3k exp(−ut).
Assume that t = nαN for an integer N , and hoose u = α and k = N . Then the proof is
omplete, sine for these values,
(1− α)k = (1− u)−3k exp(−ut) = (1− α)N .

Proof of proposition 64:
Write I = I0 ∪ I1 ∪ I2, where Ij ollets the sites in I that are equal to j modulo 3. For
j = 0, 1 and 2, let T(j) = max{Ti ; i ∈ Ij}.
By the independene properties of the olletion (Ti)i, for eah j, the random variables
(Ti)i∈Ij are i.i.d. Furthermore, for eah j, T(j) involves at most ka,b sites in I. Hene, for
every nonnegative t,
Q(T(j) > t) 6 1− (1−Q(Ti > t))
ka,b .
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Sine Ta,b is the maximum of the three random variables T(j),
Q(Ta,b > t) 6 Q(T(0) > t) +Q(T(1) > t) +Q(T(2) > t).
One onludes, using the upper bound of Q(Ti > t) in lemma 61 above. 
14 Pratial issues
This setion is devoted to some pratial issues related to an eetive implementation of
the CFTP method of simulation of R/Y+YpR systems. We onsider two slightly dierent
versions of the method and we give short presentations of both. The key point of eah
version is that an eient detetion of the oalesene is at hand. For the sake of readability,
we do not provide detailed pseudo-odes but only the basi shemes used to implement the
methods.
14.1 Additional notations
Fix ξ in Ω1 and x in A
I
with I = {a, . . . , b}. Let
T ′ = (−∞, 0) ∩
⋃
i∈I
⋃
z∈A
Uzi (ξ) ∪ V
z
i (ξ),
and
T ′′ = (−∞, 0) ∩
⋃
i∈I
⋃
z∈A
Wzi (ξ) ∪R
z
i (ξ) ∪ Q
z
i (ξ).
Let t′−1 = 0 and (−t
′
0,−t
′
1, · · · ) denote the ordered list of points in T
′
, that is:
T ′ = {−t′0,−t
′
1,−t
′
2, · · · } with 0 > −t
′
0 > −t
′
1 > · · · .
For every n > 0, we desribe the move that ours at time t′n through the site c
′
n where
the move ours and through the desription M ′n = (z
′
n, f
′
n) of the move, as dened above
in setions 5.2 and 5.3.
For every n > 0, let Nn denote the number of points of T
′′
in the interval (−t′n,−t
′
n−1).
When Nn > 1, let
T ′′ ∩ (−t′n,−t
′
n−1) =
{
−t′′n,1 < . . . < −t
′′
n,Nn
}
.
Finally, we desribe the move whih ours at time t′′n,k through the site c
′′
n,k where the
move ours and through the desription M ′′n,k = (z
′′
n,k, f
′′
n,k) of the move, as above.
14.2 First algorithm
We desribe a routine whih yields a random element of A{a+1,...,b−1} with distribution
Πa+1,b−1(µ).
*** Coalesene detetion ***
Let n := 0;
Until for every i in {a+ 1, . . . , b− 1}, Ti 6 t
′
n−1, do:
{ Generate and store M ′n and c
′
n; Let n := n+ 1; };
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*** Sampling ***
Let x := (A, . . . , A);
For k going bakwards from n− 1 to 0 do:
{ Let x := γ(x,M ′k, c
′
k);
Generate Nk;
For m going from 1 to Nk do:
{ Generate M ′′k,m and c
′′
k,m ; Let x := γ(x,M
′′
k,m, c
′′
k,m); } }
Return Πa+1,b−1(x).
The feasibility of the above routine relies on several fats. First, it is easy to generate
realizations of the random variables c′n and M
′
n, whose distributions are expliitly known
and standard. Seond, one an hek whether or not Ti 6 t
′
n, knowing only the sequene
c′k and M
′
k for k between 0 and n, and this an be done in a step-by-step way, updating
information about sites as time goes bakwards and new moves are introdued.
One advantage of this method is that one does not have to generate the random variables
M ′′k,m, c
′′
k,m on the oalesene detetion pass nor to store them, but just to ompute their
eet on x in a step-by-step way during the sampling pass. This helps keeping memory
storage requirements and exeution time to a minimum.
14.3 Seond algorithm
We need some additional denitions, beause the detetion of oalesene devised in this
seond algorithm uses a slightly dierent tehnique from the one in the rst algorithm.
Denition 72 (Coupling event on an interval) Let J ⊂ I. A oupling event of type
(s1, s2, s3, J) ours at site i when the following onditions hold:
• s1 > s2 and s3 > s2,
• −s1 ∈ U
A
l(i) ∪ U
G
l(i) ∪ V
A
l(i) ∪ V
G
l(i) or l(i) ∈ J ,
• −s3 ∈ UCr(i) ∪ U
T
r(i) ∪ V
C
r(i) ∪ V
T
r(i) or r(i) ∈ J ,
• −s2 ∈
⋃
z∈A U
z
i ,
• (−s1,−s2) ∩
⋃
z∈A U
z
l(i) ∪ V
z
l(i) is empty or l(i) ∈ J ,
• (−s3,−s2) ∩
⋃
z∈A U
z
r(i) ∩ V
z
r(i) is empty or r(i) ∈ J .
The key observation is the following: assume that a oupling event of type (s1, s2, s3, J)
ours at site i and that every site c in J is loked at times (max(s1, s3), s2). Then, the
site i is loked at times (max(s1, s3), s2), as well.
Our seond routine yields a random element of A{a+1,...,b−1} with distribution Πa+1,b−1(µ).
We make use of a map τ : N→ N suh that
• τ(0) = 0,
• τ(k + 1) > τ(k) + 1 for every k > 0.
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*** Coalesene detetion ***
Let n := 0;
Until J = {a+ 1, . . . , b− 1} do:
{ Let J := ∅;
Generate and store M ′k and c
′
k for k := τ(n), . . . , τ(n + 1)− 1;
For ℓ going bakwards from τ(n) to 0 do:
{ If a oupling event of type (s1, t
′
ℓ, s3, J) ours at site c
′
ℓ, with
s1, s3 6 t
′
τ(n), and if c
′
ℓ is not already in J, then let J := J ∪ {c
′
ℓ}; }
Let n := n+ 1; }
*** Sampling ***
Let x := (A, . . . , A);
For k going bakwards from τ(n)− 1 to 0 do:
{ Let x := γ(x,M ′k, c
′
k);
Generate Nk;
For m going from 1 to Nk do:
{ Generate M ′′k,m and c
′′
k,m ; Let x := γ(x,M
′′
k,m, c
′′
k,m); } }
Return Πa+1,b−1(x).
As before, the feasibility of this routine relies rst on the fat that the various random
quantities an be easily simulated when needed by the algorithm. The seond key point is
that, going forward from time −t′τ(n) to time 0, one an easily detet the oupling events
of type (s1, t
′
ℓ, s3, J) with s1 and s3 6 t
′
τ(n), simply by reording for eah site i the latest
(with time going forward) move that aeted this site before the urrent time −t′ℓ. The
seond pass of the routine, that is, omputing x one the oalesene has been obtained,
is the same as in the rst method.
Despite the fat that this seond routine may use several passes to detet oalesene,
instead of a single one as in the rst routine, the use of sites that are already loked, to
detet oupling events, makes it more eetive in some ases, the oalesene time being
always smaller than in the rst routine. The hoie of the updating poliy ontained in
the funtion τ(·) is still subjet to empirial adjustment. The aim here is to redue the
number of passes as muh as possible, while keeping eah pass not too time-onsuming.
Remark 73 In either algorithm, one never generates the ringing times whih govern the
dynamis themselves, but only the sequene of moves that they indue.
14.4 A speial ase
It is possible to improve upon the previous results in a speial ase, namely when the only
YpR substitutions are from CpG and when the rates of substitutions are suh that
wC = vC , wG = vG.
Throughout this setion, we assume that these additional assumptions hold, and we only
state the relevant results, sine the proofs losely parallel those in the general ase.
The key observation is the following modiation of lemma 16, whih allows for the use
of oarser quotients of the state spae A. Reall that 1x(x) := 1 and that 1x(y) := 0 for
every y 6= x.
Fix I = {a, . . . , b}.
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Lemma 74 For every site i in I and every time s > σ, the funtions
1C
[
ϕIσ(x, ξ, l(i), s)
]
, ϕIσ(x, ξ, i, s), 1G
[
ϕIσ(x, ξ, r(i), s)
]
,
are measurable with respet to the following initial onditions and soure of moves:
1C(xl(i)), xi, 1G(xr(i)), ξl(i)[σ, s], ξi[σ, s], ξr(i)[σ, s].
This lemma suggests a modied denition of oupling events.
Denition 75 (Modied oupling events) A modied oupling event ours at site i
and times (s1, s2, s3) if:
• s1 > s2 and s3 > s2,
• −s1 belongs to U
A
l(i) ∪ U
G
l(i) ∪ U
T
l(i) ∪ V
A
l(i) ∪ V
G
l(i),
• −s3 belongs to U
C
r(i) ∪ U
T
r(i) ∪ U
A
r(i) ∪ V
C
r(i) ∪ V
T
r(i),
• −s2 belongs to
⋃
z∈A U
z
i ,
• (−s1,−s2) ∩
⋃
z∈A U
z
l(i) ∪ V
z
l(i) is empty,
• (−s3,−s2) ∩
⋃
z∈A U
z
r(i) ∪ V
z
r(i) is empty.
The following property is the analogue of proposition 55.
Proposition 76 If a modied oupling event ours at site i and times (s1, s2, s3), then i
is loked at times (s4, s2), with s4 = max(s1, s3).
Denition 77 (Modied oupling times) The modied oupling time T˜i of site i is the
supremum of the times s4 suh that there exists s1, s2 and s3, with the following properties:
s2 > 0, s4 = max(s1, s3), and a modied oupling event ours at site i and at times
(s1, s2, s3).
The modied oupling time T˜a,b of the interval I = {a, . . . , b} onerns the sites in the
interior of I, namely
T˜a,b = max{T˜i ; a+ 1 6 i 6 b− 1}.
The denitions below mimik denitions 58 and 60.
Denition 78 (Modied ombined rates) Introdue
κAGT =
∑
z=A,G,T
min(cz , vz), κACT =
∑
z=A,C,T
min(cz , vz).
and
α˜ =
κAGT + νR
κ+ ν
×
κACT + νY
κ+ ν
.
The arguments in setion 13.1 yield the following estimates.
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Proposition 79 For every integer N ,
Q(T˜a,b > Nnα˜/κ) 6 3
[
1−
(
1− 2 (1 − α˜)N
)ka,b] .
For every t,
Q((α˜κ) T˜a,b > ta,b − log(1− α˜) + t) 6 exp(−t/4).
Sine α˜ > α, the estimates below ompare favorably with those obtained in setion 13.1.
To omply with modied oupling events, the two methods of pratial detetion of the
oalesene, desribed in setions 14.2 and 14.3, an be modied in a straightforward way.
This yields a priori shorter oalesene times, but the eetive magnitude of this gain
should be evaluated, relying on onrete ases.
15 Index of notations
Nuleotides
A = {A,C,G, T}
A∗ = G, T ∗ = C, C∗ = T , G∗ = A
π(A) = π(G) = R, π(C) = π(T ) = Y
ρ(A) = ρ(G) = R, ρ(C) = C, ρ(T ) = T (the appliation ρ dened on A is not to be
onfused with the real number ̺, see below)
η(C) = η(T ) = Y , η(A) = A, η(G) = G
Rates of substitutions
vx : rate of the transversions to x
wx : rate of the transition to x
ryx : rate of the substitution from yx∗ to yx when yx is a YpR dinuleotide; rate of the
substitution from x∗y to xy when xy is a YpR dinuleotide
̺ : rate of the substitutions CG → CA and CG → TG when these are the only double
substitutions and their rates oinide (the real number ̺ is not to be onfused with
the appliation ρ dened on A, see above)
Funtionals of the rates of substitutions
ux = vx − wx
v = vA + vT + vC + vG, w = wA + wT + wC +wG
tY = (vC + vT )/v, tR = (vA + vG)/v
sA = sG = sR = vA + wT + wC + vG, sT = sC = sY = wA + vT + vC + wG
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v∗A = vA/sY , v
∗
T = vT /sR, v
∗
C = vC/sR, v
∗
G = vG/sY
κR = min(cA, vA) + min(cG, vG), κY = min(cT , vT ) + min(cC , vC), κ = κR + κY
νR = (cA − vA)+ + (cG − vG)+, νY = (cT − vT )+ + (cC − vC)+, ν = νR + νY
α = tR tY , nα = −4 log(1− α)/α
κAGT = κR +min(cT , vT ), κACT = κY +min(cA, vA)
α˜ = (κAGT + νR) (κACT + νY )/(κ + ν)
2
Rates of substitutions in the S/W symmetri ase
vW = vA = vT when vA = vT , vS = vC = vG when vC = vG
wW = wA = wT when wA = wT , wS = wC = wG when wC = wG
rW : rate of the substitutions CG→ CA and CG→ TG when these two rates oinide
rS : rate of the substitutions TA→ CA and TA→ TG when these two rates oinide
σS = vS + wS , σS = vW + wW
v0 = vS + vW , w0 = wS +wW
σ = v0 + w0 = σS + σW
Sets of sites
I = {a, . . . , b} or I = Z
Π{a,...,b} : projetion on the {a, . . . , b} oordinates
l(i) and r(i) : left and right neighbors of the site i in I
ka,b =
⌈
b− a− 1
3
⌉
, ta,b = 6 log ka,b
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